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Abstract
Automatic discovery of relevance features in real-world data for describing user
information needs or preferences is a new challenge in data mining community.
For many years, several research efforts in information retrieval (IR) and informa-
tion filtering (IF) have attempted to address the difficult issue, using term-based
and phrase-based approaches. However, many experiments do not support the
effectiveness of using these traditional approaches because there are many redun-
dant and noisy features extracted in the data.
Recently, pattern mining-based approaches to relevance feature discovery (RFD)
have been proposed to overcome the quality issue of feature extraction in user
relevance feedback. These approaches basically utilise closed sequential patterns
in text to improve the quality of features for information filtering (IF). According
to experimental results, the data mining-based approaches can achieve encour-
aging performance in comparing with traditional IF ones. Nevertheless, conven-
tional pattern mining techniques usually give rise to the large output size and
often limit their effective use. Furthermore, some discovered patterns that may
capture meaningless or include uncertainties can affect the quality of extracted
features in describing a specified topic. Thus, it is still an open research issue to
guarantee the quality of such features by pattern mining.
This research presents an innovative data mining framework for RFD. This frame-
work efficiently mines a training set, including relevant and non-relevant docu-
ments, for closed sequential patterns. We also introduce a new data mining
ii
technique, pattern cleaning, to refine the discovered patterns for describing the
user’s topic. Finally, the utilisation of the discovered knowledge is performed to
enhance the quality of extracted features in text. Numerous experiments within
information-filtering (IF) domain are conducted on Reuters Corpus Volume 1
and TREC topics. The experimental results confirm that the proposed approach
achieves encouraging performance as compared to pattern-based approaches and
state-of-the-art IR approaches. This research also contributes new direction to
many areas including data mining, machine learning and information retrieval.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
With the explosion of information resources on the web, nowadays users may
have increasing difficulty extracting useful information from the huge amount of
accessible data sources. There is an imminent need for effective and efficient tools
of searching and retrieving information that the users want.
Traditionally, identification of relevant objects (typically documents) is a classical
problem in information retrieval (IR) [8, 81]. The aim of an IR system is to
retrieve all the objects that are relevant to a user query (i.e., an information
need). Several IR models, such as the bag-of-words model [80] and probabilistic
models [53, 79]) have been developed to meet the needs of users. However, IR
systems generally focus on the development of global retrieval techniques, often
neglecting individual user needs and preferences [11].
It is difficult for users to express their information needs. This is because the
1
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users sometimes have no technical knowledge or no idea in describing the topics
that they want. For example, one user may search for ”AIDS” (Acquired Im-
munoDeficiency Syndrome) in order to find its general symptoms and understand
its meaning, while the other may wish to find its effective treatment on Zidovu-
line/therapeutic use. Instead, it is easier for users to answer which of documents
(or objects) are relevant or irrelevant. Relevance feedback is an effective tech-
nique used widely in the IR area [74, 78, 96]. The objective of using relevance
feedback is to find useful information available in a feedback set, including rele-
vant documents and non-relevant documents, for describing the specific needs of
users. IR-based techniques for relevance feedback have been proposed to revise
a search query in order to improve retrieval performance. For example, Rocchio
[46], the popular term-based method, that utilises relevance feedback to build a
model of specific needs for users. Another example is Okapi BM25 [75] that is a
document ranking function using a term-weighting technique.
Information filtering (IF) [11, 76] is a research area that offers tools to help users
searching for relevant information in large volumes of information sources. Unlike
IR, the aim of IF is to screen out irrelevant information from incoming steams
of information as well as deliver relevant information to users who need it. Over
the years IF systems have been developed for various application domains, such
as filtering news [52], emails [31], or even multimedia [43]. In IF systems, user
needs or preferences are expressed as user profiles [82]. Unfortunately, manual
creation of a user profile is difficult and is not effective. Generally, IF systems
utilise machine learning techniques to automatically extract the profile of user
needs from a feedback set of data. For example, SVM-based approach [25] and
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Latent Semantic Index (LSI) [31].
Both IR and IF systems generally use terms extracted from feedback documents
as features to represent a document and a specified topic. The main advantage
of term-based methods is to obtain efficient systems as well as advance in term-
weighting techniques [63, 74]. However, term-based methods often suffer from
the problems of polysemy and synonymy [99]. Furthermore, there are many noisy
terms extracted from text documents. Such noisy terms has a major impact on
the performance of IR and IF systems [7, 51].
For many years, people have held the hypothesis that using phrases for a repre-
sentation of document and topic should perform better than terms [24, 95]. A
phrase refers to a sequence of words appearing in a sentence or a paragraph. The
main advantage of phrases over terms is its more context. Both statistical phrases
(i.e., n-grams [45, 90]) and syntactic phrases [9, 26] have been used in some IR
and IF systems. Nevertheless, the phrase-based methods did not yield statis-
tically significant improve the performance in comparing with term-based ones
[87]. The main reason is that many phrases have inferior statistical properties to
words. Moreover, there are large number of redundant and noisy phrases among
extracted phrases in documents. The key challenge of phrase-based methods in
to find useful phrases for a specified topic.
1.2 Closed sequential patterns in text
Frequent pattern mining (FPM) is now one of the most important techniques in
data mining. FPM plays an important role in extracting useful knowledge for
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describing the data [39].
For many years, many efficient algorithms (such as Apriori-like algorithms [2],
Prefix-Span [37], and GST [85]) have been proposed to extract different kinds of
patterns, including itemsets, sequential patterns [3], graph patterns [5], and tree
patterns [19]. A pattern is called a frequent pattern if its frequency is greater
than a threshold (푚푖푛 푠푢푝). However, one serious drawback that has limited the
practical use of FPM is that a lot of patterns can be extracted, and most of them
are either redundant or noisy patterns. Currently, data mining has developed
some techniques (e.g., maximal patterns [10], closed patterns [108, 110], and
representative patterns [101]) for removing redundant and noisy patterns.
Among kinds of patterns, closed sequential patterns used in data mining com-
munity have been shown certain extent improvements on the effectiveness of
text mining [29, 44, 99]. The closed patterns have turned out to be a promis-
ing alternative to phrases, and have some desirable properties: (1) they enjoy
statistical properties like terms (2) many redundant or meaningless patterns are
removed with respect to others, and (3) they are lossless representation for all
frequent patterns. The following example explains the concept of closed sequen-
tial patterns in text. Figure 1.1 shows a sample of feedback documents from the
RCV1 dataset [55]. Table 1.1 illustrates all frequent sequential patterns with
푚푖푛 푠푢푝 ≥ 0.2 (or (20%) of the total number of paragraphs in this document).
As shown in Table 1.1, the sequential patterns in the sample document refer to
a list of terms that appear in each paragraph in the same order. A sequential
pattern 훼 is called a closed sequential pattern if there exists no sequential pattern
훽 such that 훼 ⊏ 훽 and the frequencies of 훼 and 훽 are equal. Table 1.2 shows a
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Figure 1.1: A sample of a document
list of closed sequential patterns extracted from the sample document in Figure
1.1.
As shown in Table 1.2, the closed patterns are used as high-level features to
represent the sample document.
Pattern taxonomy model (PTM) [98] first adopted the concept of closed sequen-
tial patterns in text classification. In PTM, all closed sequential patterns and
their relationship are extracted as a user profile. However, less significant im-
provements are made compared with term-based methods. The most likely reason
is that many patterns that may contain noise when extracted from the relevant
samples. Furthermore, PTM is lacking of effectively using specific long patterns
in text.
To overcome the difficulty of using specific long patterns, a deploying method
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Closed Sequential Patterns Frequency
[푦푒푎푟] 2
[푒푠푝푖표푛푎푔] 2
[푐표푚푝푎푛푖] 2
[ℎ표푢푠] 2
[푒푐표푛표푚] 4
[푏푖푙푙] 3
[푓푒푑푒푟] 2
[푐푢푟푏] 2
[푠푝푦] 2
[푓표푟푒푖푔푛] 2
[푐표푢푛푡푟푖] 2
[푐표푛푔푟푒푠푠] 2
[푓표푟푒푖푔푛, 푐표푚푝푎푛푖] 2
[푐푢푟푏, 푒푐표푛표푚] 2
[푒푠푝푖표푛푎푔, 푓표푟푒푖푔푛] 2
[푒푠푝푖표푛푎푔, 푐표푚푝푎푛푖] 2
[푒푐표푛표푚, 푠푝푦] 2
[푒푐표푛표푚, 푒푠푝푖표푛푎푔] 2
[푒푐표푛표푚, 푓표푟푒푖푔푛] 2
[푒푐표푛표푚, 푐표푚푝푎푛푖] 2
[푓푒푑푒푟, 푒푐표푛표푚] 2
[푏푖푙푙, 푒푐표푛표푚] 2
[푏푖푙푙, ℎ표푢푠] 2
[푏푖푙푙, 푦푒푎푟] 2
[푒푠푝푖표푛푎푔, 푓표푟푒푖푔푛, 푐표푚푝푎푛푖] 2
[푒푐표푛표푚, 푓표푟푒푖푔푛, 푐표푚푝푎푛푖] 2
[푒푐표푛표푚, 푒푠푝푖표푛푎푔, 푓표푟푒푖푔푛] 2
[푒푐표푛표푚, 푒푠푝푖표푛푎푔, 푐표푚푝푎푛푖] 2
[푒푐표푛표푚, 푒푠푝푖표푛푎푔, 푓표푟푒푖푔푛, 푐표푚푝푎푛푖] 2
Table 1.1: Sequential Patterns extracted from the sample document in Figure
1.1 with 푚푖푛 푠푝 ≥ 0.2
[99] for the PTM model has been proposed. This method utilises all the closed
patterns in relevance feedback to obtain low-level features for a representation of
a document and a topic. The experimental results have shown that the deploying
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Closed Sequential Patterns Frequency
[푒푐표푛표푚] 4
[푏푖푙푙] 3
[푐표푢푛푡푟푖] 2
[푐표푛푔푟푒푠푠] 2
[푏푖푙푙, 푒푐표푛표푚] 2
[푏푖푙푙, ℎ표푢푠] 2
[푏푖푙푙, 푦푒푎푟] 2
[푒푐표푛표푚, 푠푝푦] 2
[푓푒푑푒푟, 푒푐표푛표푚] 2
[푐푢푟푏, 푦푒푎푟] 2
[푒푐표푛표푚, 푒푠푝푖표푛푎푔, 푓표푟푒푖푔푛, 푐표푚푝푎푛푖] 2
Table 1.2: Closed Sequential Patterns extracted from the sample document
in Figure 1.1
method is very effective for using closed sequential patterns in text mining.
Nevertheless, we believe that the quality of discovered knowledge in relevance
feedback using the existing pattern mining-based methods has suffered from the
two following problems. The first problem is that many closed sequential pat-
terns may contain noise when extracted from relevant documents. For example,
short patterns are often common or uninformative patterns. Such patterns can
cause the extraction of noisy features that may retrieve information unrelated
to user needs. The second problem is that the number of relevant documents in
a feedback set is usually limited due to expensive human labelling. This makes
the relevant samples to be hardly representative for a specified topic, and then
affects the quality of extracted features.
For many years, it is believed that negative relevant information available in non-
relevant documents is very useful to help users searching for accurate information
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[6, 60, 93]. Most existing methods which use both relevant and non-relevant sam-
ples for IF usually focus on revising weights of terms that appear in both the
samples. For example, Rocchio [46] and SVM based filtering models [25]. How-
ever, using negative relevance feedback in pattern-based approaches to largely
improve filtering accuracy is still an open research issue.
1.3 Problem statement
Pattern taxonomy models (PTM) with closed sequential patterns [98, 99] have
been proposed to overcome the limitation of traditional term-based approaches
in IR. However, closed sequential patterns generally focus on only removing noisy
patterns with respect to redundancy. As a result, many patterns that may con-
tain noisy information in relevant documents can adversely affect PTM systems.
Recently, a pattern-based model for using negative relevance feedback in PTM
has been proposed [112]. This approach uses information in non-relevant docu-
ments to improve the quality of extracted features. The result shows that using
negative relevance feedback has better effectiveness results. However, the im-
provement gain of the model that uses both feedback is not significant compared
to the model using only relevance feedback. The key challenge is how to find
useful patterns for discovering specific features in user relevance feedback.
In this thesis, we focus on the problem of mining useful patterns to fulfil user
information needs. We propose a new pattern-based model that uses both rele-
vance and non-relevance feedback for relevance feature discovery. This approach
adopt the concept of pattern taxonomy with closed sequential patterns [98] to
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capture semantics information in a document. We propose an efficient algo-
rithm for pattern taxonomy mining in a large feedback set of documents. Among
the discovered patterns, many of them may contain irrelevant or meaningless
information. Such patterns should be considered as noise in describing user in-
formation needs. However, removal of all the noisy patterns may adversely affect
the quality of extracted features because some of them may include useful infor-
mation (i.e., terms).
To find useful patterns in text, we introduce the concept of ”offenders”, a set of
non-relevant documents that are closer to relevant ones than others. By using
the offenders, noisy patterns can be identified. In this thesis, we propose a new
data mining method for mining useful patterns in relevant and non-relevant doc-
uments using the offenders, called pattern cleaning. We show that the pattern
cleaning method has a nice property of anti-monotone pruning. Thus, it is effi-
cient for removing large noisy patterns. Finally, relevance feature models with
the concept of pattern deployment are present to use the cleaned knowledge for
the effectiveness of relevance feature discovery.
1.4 Contributions
The main contributions of this thesis can be listed below:
∙ We present a pattern mining model for discovering specific features in both
relevance and non-relevance feedback to fulfil user information needs.
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∙ We present an efficient algorithm for pattern taxonomy mining that is a
nice way for text representation with closed sequential patterns.
∙ We define a formal definition of noise in context of user information needs
and present an efficient method for reducing the effect of noise by pat-
tern mining to improve the quality of extracted features in user relevance
feedback.
1.5 Publications
∙ Luepol Pipanmaekaporn and Yuefeng Li. A pattern discovery model for
effective text mining. In Proceeding of the 8th International Conference
on Machine Learning and Data Mining (MLDM 2012), Springer Lecture
Notes in Computer Science, Berlin, Germany, pages 540-554, 2012.
∙ Luepol Pipanmaekaporn and Yuefeng Li. Discovering Relevant features for
effective query formulation. In Proceeding of the 5th International Retrieval
Facility Conference (IRFC 2012), Springer Lecture Notes in Computer Sci-
ence, Vienna, Austria, pages 137-151, 2012.
∙ Luepol Pipanmaekaporn and Yuefeng Li. Mining a Data Reasoning Model
for effective text mining. IEEE Intelligent informatics Bulletin 12(1), pages
17-24, 2011.
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∙ Luepol Pipanmaekaporn, Yuefeng Li and Shlomo Geva. Deploying Top-
k Specific Patterns for Relevance Feature Discovery. In Proceeding of the
2010 IEEE/WIC/ACM International Conference on Web Intelligence and
Conference on Intelligent Agent Technology-Workshops, Toronto, Canada,
pages 318-321, 2010.
1.6 Thesis structure
The rest of the thesis is organised as follows:
∙ Chapter 2 comprehensively introduces the core concepts of knowledge dis-
covery and frequent pattern mining. In this chapter, it reviews the current
work on data mining for finding useful patterns. Finally, the classical and
current work on relevance feature discovery in text will be discussed.
∙ Chapter 3 provides a theoretical framework for the proposed approach,
which encompasses three major components: (1) pattern taxonomy mining
with closed sequential patterns; (2) pattern cleaning; and (3) relevance
feature models for using the closed patterns in text classification.
∙ Chapter 4 provides definitions of pattern taxonomy with closed sequential
patterns in text. This chapter also presents a novel efficient algorithm for
pattern taxonomy mining, called Pattern Taxonomy Mining (PTMining).
We describe efficient mechanisms in PTMining to speed up a mining process
on a large collection of documents.
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∙ Chapter 5 gives the formal definition of noise in user relevance feedback,
and discusses some issues regarding the quality of discovered knowledge by
pattern mining. It also introduces a pattern cleaning method for mining
useful patterns in relevant and non-relevant documents. We analyse some
theoretical properties in the pattern cleaning method, which makes it to be
efficient for pruning many noisy patterns.
∙ Chapter 6 explains how to employ the discovered relevant knowledge ob-
tained by the pattern cleaning method. for the effectiveness of information
filtering. In this chapter, we propose two relevance ranking models for doc-
ument filtering: one that directly use the relevant patterns as a new feature
space for describing the user relevant documents and another that extract
low-level features based on the mined results of patterns to improve the use
of specific long patterns in text.
∙ Chapter 7 details the benchmark datasets and performance measures,
and discusses the application of the proposed pattern-mining models to IF.
A detailed analysis of the comparison results of the experiments is also
presented in this chapter.
∙ Chapter 8 concludes this thesis and draws the direction for future work.
Chapter 2
Related Works
In this chapter, the literature related to the particular area of study is reviewed.
It is organised according to the following three major topics: (1) knowledge
discovery, (2) frequent pattern mining, and (3) relevance feature discovery.
2.1 Knowledge Discovery
Several definitions have been given for the term ”knowledge discovery” [28, 30].
However, one commonly used definition coined by [28] is that
”Knowledge Discovery is the non-trivial process of identifying
valid, novel, potentially useful and ultimately understandable pat-
terns in data”.
According to this definition, the knowledge discovery can be formally defined as
follows: Given a set of facts (data) ℱ and a language ℒ, and some measure of
certainty 풞, a pattern is a statement 푆 ∈ ℒ that describes relationships among
13
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a subset ℱ푠 of ℱ with a certainty 푐. A pattern is called knowledge if it is inter-
esting and certain enough, according to the user’s interests and criteria. As a
consequence, knowledge discovery is to extract interesting patterns from a set of
facts in a database.
2.1.1 Knowledge Discovery Process
Knowledge Discovery in databases (or KDD) is an interactive and iterative pro-
cess, which usually involves steps, with decisions made by users. Figure 2.1
illustrates the process of KDD as defined in [28]. As seen in Figure 2.1, the steps
of KDD consist of data selection, data pre-processing, data transformation, data
mining and evaluation . The function of each of these steps is described below.
∙ Data Selection: This step involves generating or selecting a dataset to
be performed by the knowledge discovery. The input of this process is a
database and output is a target data.
∙ Preprocessing: In this step, basic operations for data cleaning and noise
removing are performed. Required information is also collected to model
or account for noise, and appropriate strategies are determined for dealing
with missing data and accounting for redundant data.
∙ Transformation: The pre-processed data needs to be transformed into a
predefined format, depending on the data mining task. This step requires
the selection of adequate types of features to represent the data. Feature
selection can also be used at this stage for dimension reduction. As the end
of this process, a set of features is recognised as a data set
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Figure 2.1: The KDD process model in [28]
∙ Data Mining: This process involves searching for interesting patterns in a
particular representational form or a set of such representations, including
classification rules, trees and clustering. The user can aid data mining by
correctly performing the preceding steps.
∙ Evaluation: The discovered patterns are evaluated for whether they are
valid, novel and potentially useful for the users, to meet their information
needs. Only those evaluated to be interesting in some manner are viewed
as useful knowledge. This process should decide whether a pattern is in-
teresting enough to form knowledge in the current context.
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2.1.2 Data Mining Tasks
In the KDD process, the data-mining is the key important step to search for
interesting patterns to perform different knowledge tasks. For example, to rec-
ommend a product (item) to a particular user, a recommender system might
need to discover from a customer database the interesting patterns of users who
have similar taste to that particular user. Based on these patterns, a rating can
be predicted for products with the user in mind; that is, to what extent will
the user like a recommended product. Another predictive use of data mining is
to discover patterns in past weather data to forecast weather for the immediate
future.
In general, data-mining tasks have one of two main objectives: prediction or
description. Predictive data mining can be defined as the searching for predictive
patterns in an available set of data that are useful for forecasting or predicting
the behaviour of unknown or new data. Descriptive data mining is the process
of finding human-interpretable patterns describing the data.
The main tasks in predictive data mining can be listed as the following:
∙ Classification: Classification is the process of assigning data objects to
desired predefined categories or classes. This can be viewed as the process
of finding a proper method to distinguish data classes or concepts. Gener-
ally, training data is required for concept learning, before classification can
proceed.
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∙ Regression: Regression refers to cases that focus on the relationship be-
tween a dependent variable and one or more independent variables to pre-
dict the unknown or future value of other interesting variables.
The following list of common tasks make up descriptive data mining.
∙ Clustering: Given a set of data objects, clustering is the task of parti-
tioning an object set into a finite number of groups such that the objects
in the same group have similar characteristics. In other words, the purpose
of clustering is to maximise intra-class similarity and minimise inter-class
similarity. The major difference between classification and clustering is
that the latter analyses objects without consulting class labels, whereas
the former needs such information in a supervised setting.
∙ Summarization: This task is to analyse a set of data objects and describe
their common or characteristic features. Redundant features are removed
to generate a set of compact patterns, representing the concept of these
objects.
∙ Association Analysis: Given a set of data objects, the association task is
to find implicit relationships between features in the data set (that is, items
or attributes) with respect to a given criterion. For example, these rela-
tions may be associations between attributes within the data item (intra-
patterns) or associations between different data items (inter-patterns).
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2.2 Data Mining Techniques
Data mining generally utilises methods in the areas of machine learning, statis-
tics, artificial intelligence and databases. Data-mining techniques can be roughly
divided into two major categories: global and local
Global techniques aim to build models that describe the overall tendencies of
data for making decisions. Popular global data-mining techniques include deci-
sion trees, rule induction algorithms, genetic algorithms, Naive Bayes, K-nearest
neighbour and support vector machines (SVMs) [100]. However, these global
data-mining techniques have poor interpretability of the mined results, which
makes them difficult to examine by users. Furthermore, most of those tech-
niques try to learn approximate concepts to avoid the cost of training time. As a
consequence, the accuracy of data mining models with these techniques is often
degraded [39].
In contrast, local mining techniques try to find interesting patterns that describe
particular parts of the data rather than modelling the entire dataset. Such pat-
terns represent local structures (relationships) of entities (for example, items,
features or terms) in the data. The main advantage of data mining with local
techniques is that it is interpretable. Furthermore, many efficient mining tech-
niques have been developed to find patterns in very large databases.
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2.3 Frequent Pattern Mining in Knowledge Dis-
covery
Frequent pattern mining (FPM) is one of the core techniques in data mining.
FPM plays an important role in discovering interesting patterns that represent
local structures of entities (for example, items, terms, or other objects) in the
data [62]. Starting from association-rule mining [2], many studies have been
conducted on FPM, ranging from scalable pattern-mining algorithms to various
domain applications [39].
FPM also encompasses several techniques for finding various kinds of patterns
like itemsets [4], sequences [85], trees [19], and graphs [114]. The general goal of
FPM is to find all patterns with a frequency no less than a minimum frequency
threshold in a given database.
Below, we briefly review the common tasks of pattern mining.
∙ Itemset Mining Itemset mining has been extensively studied in pattern
mining. The problem of itemset mining is to discover all frequent sets of
entities (or items or attributes). Since its introduction by [4], many efficient
algorithms and interesting methods have been proposed for itemset mining
[39].
∙ Sequence Mining Sequential pattern mining is concerned with finding all
frequent sequential patterns across time (or position) in a sequence database
[85]. The popular efficient algorithms for mining sequential patterns include
PrefixSpan [37] and SPADE [109].
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∙ Tree Mining Given a database of tree objects, the goal of tree mining is
to find all of the commonly occurring frequent sub-tree patterns. Several
algorithms have been proposed recently for tree mining, starting with the
work of [19].
∙ Graph Mining Another important pattern-mining problem is to find all
frequent sub-graph patterns in a database of graphs. There are many ap-
plications involving graph data such as social network analysis, protein
structure and chemical compounds. Some of the early works in graph min-
ing include [65, 114]. In addition, many recent methods have been proposed
to improve the efficiency of mining graph patterns such as 푔푃푟푢푛푒 [114]
and Uniform Sampling method [5].
2.3.1 FPM Preliminaries
In this section, we briefly review the formal definitions of frequent pattern mining.
∙ A database 풟 is a collection of transactions. A transaction 푡푖 ∈ 퐷 may be
also called an object, an event, or a record. Let 풯 = {푡1, 푡2, . . . , 푡푛}, be a set
of 푛 distinct transaction identifiers, written as tid. With the tid, an event
can be represented as a tuple, ⟨푡, ℰ⟩, where 푡 is denoted as the tid and ℰ
is the corresponding event. The number of transactions in 풟 is defined as
∣풟∣.
∙ Pattern A pattern can be generally defined as a set of items or objects
etc. Let 퐼 = {푖1, 푖2, . . . , 푖푚} be a set of 푚 distinct items in a given database
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퐷. A pattern 휙 is a collection of items defined according to a language of
pattens ℒ. A pattern 훼 is a sub-pattern of pattern 훽 if 훼 ⊆ 훽. If 훼 is a
sub-pattern of 훽, 훽 is a super-pattern of 훼.
∙ Coverage A transaction 푡푖 ∈ 풯 is said to contain or support a pattern 휙,
written as 휙 ⊆ 푡푘, if for all items 푖푗 ∈ 휙 it holds that 푖푗 ∈ 푡푘. For a given
database 풟, it is defined that 푐표푣푒푟푎푔푒(휙,퐷) = {푡∣푡 ∈ 풟, 휙 ⊆ 푡}, the set of
transactions in 퐷 that 휙 covers;
∙ Support The support of pattern 휙 in a database풟, denoted as 푆푢푝(휙,퐷) =
∣푐표푣푒푟푎푔푒(휙,퐷)∣ = ∣{푡 ∈ 풟∣휙 ⊆ 푡}∣.
The problem of frequent pattern mining is that of finding a theory 풯 ⟨(ℒ,풟) =
{휙 ∈ ℒ∣푠푢푝(휙,퐷) ≥ 푚푖푛 푠푢푝}, where 푚푖푛 푠푢푝 is a predefined threshold, known
as a minimum support threshold.
2.3.2 Pattern Mining approaches
While there are a variety of pattern mining algorithms proposed in data mining,
they do share some common approaches to efficiently explore the search space of
frequent patterns.
2.3.2.1 Generation-and-Test Approach
Some pattern-mining algorithms follow a generation-and-test approach [4, 85].
This approach basically generates one or more candidate frequent patterns per
iteration, which are then examined against the database to test whether their
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support is greater than the minimum support threshold (푚푖푛 푠푢푝). If the test
succeeds, the pattern is made a frequent pattern and stored for further genera-
tions; otherwise, it is discarded. The main advantage of this mining approach
is that if a candidate pattern is pruned, all super-patterns of that pattern are
discarded because they cannot be frequent. As the iteration continues, frequent
patterns of increasing length are discovered, starting from size one. The process
stops when all frequent patterns existing in the database have been discovered.
The following describes each of the sub-tasks that comprise the generation-and-
test approach.
∙ Candidate Generation The objective of this step is to obtain candidate
frequent patterns of size (푘+ 1) from frequent ones of size 푘 where at least
two size 푘 patterns are joined to explore size (푘 + 1) candidate ones. In
order to reduce the search space, this step uses the anti-monotone property,
which states that a sub-pattern of a frequent pattern is always frequent and
a super-pattern of an infrequent pattern is always infrequent. Consequently,
candidates are only generated from the frequent patterns, and all other
patterns are pruned from the search space.
Generally, there are two common strategies for exploring the candidates.
The first strategy is a depth first strategy. In this strategy, a frequent pat-
tern is extended repeatedly until it cannot be extended any more. The sec-
ond one is a breadth first strategy which generates all possible size (푘 + 1)
candidates after all size 푘 frequent patterns are discovered. Well-known
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pattern-mining algorithms with a breadth-first strategy include Apriori al-
gorithm for itemset mining [2] and the GSP algorithm for sequential pattern
mining [85].
∙ Support Counting The support-counting step is used to compute the
support of a candidate frequent pattern in a given database. This step can
be considered as the overhead of pattern mining because it requires a full
database scan to count occurrences in the database, especially when the
database is very large.
2.3.2.2 Compression-based Approach
One disadvantage of the generation-and-test approach is the overhead required
in the candidate-generation step. This overhead not only increases the time com-
plexity, but may also be unable to mine the complete set of frequent patterns in a
long transaction database because of the exponential combinations of candidate
frequent patterns.
Another common approach to frequent pattern mining is the compression-based
approach. This approach basically avoids the candidate generation step by using
a prefix tree, which enables the database to be compressed to fit the main memory.
One of the most well known algorithms based on the compression-based approach
is frequent pattern growth (FP-growth) [38]. The FP-growth algorithm requires
only two database scans to find all frequent itemsets The first round is to discover
the frequent itemsets of size-1 with minimum support, and the second is to sort
the frequent items in all transactions in descending order of support values for
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Figure 2.2: An example of FP-growth algorithm
extracting the frequent pattern tree. An example of a frequent pattern tree can
be seen in Figure 2.2 Once the frequent pattern tree is built, the extraction of
frequent itemsets are directly performed on the built tree.
The FP-growth algorithm achieves excellent performance in pattern mining com-
pared to the generation-and-test algorithm. However, it has a drawback in that
the frequent pattern tree may not fit memory, especially for large databases.
Further, the tree-based algorithm does not allow mining of different kinds of
patterns, such as sequential patterns containing ordered sets of items.
One common strategy for mining sequential patterns borrowing the compression-
based approach is to use the divide-and-conquer strategy, also called the projection-
based technique [36, 37]. The aim of the divide-and-conquer method is to break a
large sequence database into a smaller set of sequence databases, called projected
databases, and then mine frequent sub-sequences in each projected database
For example, FreeSpan [36] uses frequent items to recursively project sequence
databases into fragments and grow sub-sequence fragments in each projected
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database. In PrefixSpan [37], the main idea is to examine only the prefix sub-
sequences and project only their corresponding postfix sub-sequences into pro-
jected databases. In each projected database, sequential patterns are extended
by exploring only local frequent patterns.
The main advantages of these pattern-growth techniques are that the candidate-
generation step is avoided and efficiency performance is obtained by using the
divide-and-conquer approach.
2.3.2.3 Other Algorithms
Typical pattern-mining algorithms mine frequent patterns in horizontal data for-
mat databases with the assumption that each transaction is short or moderate.
However, some domain databases are relatively small, with very long transac-
tions. In these cases, such algorithms may not be scalable because of the combi-
natorial search space.
Some data-mining algorithms have been proposed to solve the scalability of the
mining algorithms by exploring the search space in a different way. For example,
Carpenter algorithm [67] that explores the search space of frequent patterns in
a long transaction database by using bottom-up search strategy. Eclat (Equiva-
lence CLAss Transaction) algorithm [111] mines frequent patterns in vertical data
format, where each transaction in the database consists of a list of transaction
ids. Table 2.1 illustrates the vertical format representation of the database in
Figure 2.2 (a).
As shown in Table 2.1, Eclat explores the search space by intersecting the transaction-
id lists between items based on the Apriori-like mining framework, where frequent
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퐼푡푒푚 푇퐼퐷−list 푆푢푝푎
a 100 200 600 1000 4
b 300 400 500 600 700 800 6
c 200 400 500 600 800 900 6
d 100 200 300 400 600 700 900 1000 8
e 200 700 800 3
f 100 900 2
g 800 1
Table 2.1: The vertical data format of the database in Figure 2.2 (a)
(푘+1) itemsets are identified by the intersected set of transaction ids of frequent
푘 itemsets. For example, given 푚푖푛 푠푢푝 = 3, the frequent itemset 푏푑 can be
obtained by intersecting the transaction-id lists of item 푏 and 푑.
2.4 Mining useful frequent patterns
A major challenge of pattern mining is pattern explosion. Pattern-mining al-
gorithms typically produce a large number of discovered patterns. The large
output size of patterns poses problems not only for efficiency, but also hinders
the practical use or analysis of the pattern mining results [17].
To overcome the pattern explosion problem, several data mining techniques for
mining useful patterns have been developed to enhance the quality of frequent
patterns to solve different data mining problems. Generally, they can be defined
as either descriptive or predictive. Figure 2.3 illustrates the taxonomy of post-
mining approaches.
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Figure 2.3: Mining useful Patterns
2.4.1 Descriptive-based Methods
Traditional pattern-mining algorithms typically generate an overwhelming num-
ber of discovered patterns, making it difficult to interpret the mined results. The
objective of descriptive pattern mining is to identify a subset of patterns that
are human interpretable. Popular descriptive pattern-mining techniques include
constraint-based pattern mining, pattern compression and pattern summarisa-
tion.
2.4.1.1 Constraint-based Pattern Mining
In constraint-based pattern mining, all the patterns that satisfy one or more user-
specified constraints are considered as interesting patterns. A constraint can be
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defined either a quantitative measure (also called an interestingness measure) or
a Boolean expression.
There are many constraints proposed in data mining to search for interesting
patterns. In other words, they filter out non-interesting patterns. Roughly,
these constraints can be grouped into anti-monotonic or non anti-monotonic. A
constraint is called anti-monotonic if it can prune all super-patterns of a pattern
that violates the constraint [64]. In other words, if a pattern fails to satisfy the
constraint, all super-patterns of the pattern will also fail to satisfy the constraint.
This kind of constraint offers the desirable property of reducing the combinatorial
search space by pushing them into the mining process. A well-known example of
an anti-monotonic constraint is the downward closure used by existing algorithms
for mining-association rules (for example, the Apriori algorithm [2]), where if a
pattern is infrequent, the same is true for all its supersets. Another example of
anti-monotone pruning is the all-confidence measure [66], which quantifies the
strong relationship of items contained in an itemset to reduce the pattern space.
In contrast, the majority of constraints for mining desired patterns in data mining
are non-anti-monotonic and thus allow for the capture of a different view of
interestingness. Examples include chi-squared test [84], lift [12], and entropy
gain tan2002selecting. However, these constraints do not possess the downward
closure property. Thus, we have no luxury pruning of patterns to reduce the
large search space.
The main drawback of constraint-based methods is that, to find desired patterns,
users are expected to provide a high-level vision of the data-mining methods,
which is not obvious. Further, the question of how to manage multiple constraints
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without any conflict remains [69, 86].
2.4.1.2 Pattern Compression
Unlike constraint-based approaches, pattern compression has attempted to over-
come the problem of large output size of FPM algorithms. The main idea of
pattern compression is to remove redundant patterns with respect to other ones.
The previous efforts that have emerged from pattern compression can be roughly
divided into two categories: lossy and lossless compression.
∙ Lossy Compression: The earliest efforts on pattern compression looked
at discovering a maximal set of patterns [10]. A pattern is maximal if it is
not a sub-pattern of any other ones. Depending on the dataset, a maximal
set can substantially reduce the complete set of patterns, especially in dense
datasets that contain a high level of similarity among transactions. Further,
maximal patterns can be efficiently mined during the discovery process. As
a compact but expressive representation, maximal patterns are often used
to represent the content of a document for solving text-mining tasks, such
as in text summarisation [54], document clustering [41].
The main drawback of maximal patterns is that the compression can give
rise to lost support information of the non-maximal patterns. However,
efficient algorithms for mining maximal patterns do currently exist, such
as those proposed by MaxMiner [10], GenMax [33] and MAFIA [15].
Recently, the problem of pattern compression has been considered as a
clustering problem [101]. From this perspective, a distance function that
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computes a distance between frequent patterns is adopted. Two patterns
are grouped together if they have a distance less than 훼 threshold. Then,
a set of representative patterns for each cluster is extracted as a cluster
centroid. As a typical clustering problem is NP-hard, two greedy search al-
gorithms, named RPlocal and RPglobal, are applied to find an approximate
set of representative patterns. The main advantage of the cluster-based
approach is that it can apply to different kinds of patterns. The drawback
is that a user needs to choose carefully the right value for 훼, as this is not
obvious.
∙ Lossless Compression: To overcome the support information loss prob-
lem of maximal patterns, the concept of closed pattern mining was first
proposed in [68, 108] for association-rule mining. A frequent pattern is
closed if it has no super-pattern with the same support. The main advan-
tage of mining closed patterns is that all of the frequent patterns and their
support information can be retrieved without consulting the database. Fur-
ther, closed frequent patterns can also be mined efficiently without using
a post-processing technique. The compression ratio of closed patterns is
smaller than for maximal pattern mining.
Figure 2.4 illustrates the comparison results of closed patterns and maxi-
mal patterns of the database in Table 2.2 when the minimum threshold is
set to 2 (푚푖푛 푠푢푝 = 2). In this figure, a close-curve encloses the frequent
patterns that have the same support. For example, the frequent patterns
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퐴퐵, 퐴퐵퐶, 퐴퐵퐸, 퐴퐶퐸, 퐴퐸, and 퐴퐵퐶퐸 can be enclosed together be-
cause all the patterns have the same support. According to the concept of
closed pattern, pattern 퐴퐵퐶퐸 is considered as the closed pattern for the
corresponding enclosed patterns since there is no super-pattern of the pat-
tern. Furthermore, pattern 퐴퐵퐶퐸 is the maximal pattern for the frequent
patterns because it contains its sub-patterns corresponding to the frequent
ones.
푇푟푎푛푠푎푐푡푖표푛 퐼퐷 푇푟푎푛푠푎푐푡푖표푛
푇1 퐴,퐶,퐷
푇2 퐵,퐶,퐸
푇3 퐴,퐵,퐶,퐸
푇4 퐵,퐸
푇5 퐴,퐵,퐶,퐸
푇6 퐵,퐶,퐸
Table 2.2: A transaction database
Figure 2.4: Closed pattern and Maximal pattern for the frequent patterns
from Table 2.2 at 푚푖푛 푠푢푝 = 2
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Compared to maximal pattern mining which allows pruning the large pat-
tern space without taking into account the pattern support information,
closed pattern mining focuses on retaining the support information about
all patterns. Thus, closed pattern mining is typically more popular. Over
the years, several efficient methods for mining closed patterns have been
proposed. For example, ones of the well known algorithms for closed item-
set mining include CHARM [110] and CLOSET+ [92].
Mining non-derivable itemsets [16] is another well-known lossless compres-
sion technique for frequent itemsets. This technique is based on the inclusion-
exclusion principal, which enables us to find the lower and upper bound on
the support of an itemset based on the support of its subsets. In this way,
only a set of non-derivable itemsets, which can be used to derive the support
of any derivable itemset, are extracted.
The main limitation of the compression method is that it can only be
applied for itemset patterns. Further, for some datasets, the number of
non-desirable frequent patterns can be larger than the number of closed
frequent ones.
2.4.1.3 Pattern Summarization
Although closed patterns and maximal patterns can largely reduce the number of
original patterns, their number may be large depending on the dataset. Recently,
some studies have focused on improving the compressibility by finding the best
k-set of patterns, as these summarise the original frequent patterns.
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The problem of mining the best k-set of patterns for a given collection was first
studied in [1]. Since this problem is NP-hard, the authors proposed a greedy
algorithm to find the approximate k-set of patterns that cover the whole collection
of frequent itemsets with the minimum false positive rate. In [106], the concept
of pattern profiles (or master patterns) was introduced to summarize the original
set of frequent patterns. A master pattern 푀 is defined as: < 풫 , 휙, 휎 >, where
풫 is a probability distribution of items in the pattern, 휙 is a set of items, and 휎
is the support. Two master patterns 푀훼 and 푀훽 are merged into a single one
if they have the smallest distance. To generate the k-set of master patterns, k-
mean clustering algorithm is used, where k is the user-specified number of master
patterns.
The main advantage of the profile-based approach is that it allows for lossless
compression, which means that the support information of all patterns can be
derived from the k-pattern set. The concept of pattern profiles has also been
extended in some studies [89].
One disadvantage of the pattern summarization methods is that they often pro-
duce non-interesting patterns due to the ignorance of pattern significance. some
studies have proposed the combination of both the significance and redundancy
criteria to search for the top k-set of high-quality patterns with minimum re-
dundancy. For example, two greedy search algorithms, MMS and MAS, were
developed in [102] to select the top k-patterns for a given collection in terms of
both significance and redundancy. A number of quality measures have been pro-
posed for finding top-k interesting patterns regarding the redundancy of patterns
[50].
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2.4.2 Predictive-based Methods
One of the most common tasks of data mining involve prediction. Generally,
the task of predictive pattern mining is to discover useful patterns to predict the
behaviour of unknown or future data. A special task of predictive data mining
is classification, which is defined as the task of prediction of the class label of
an object according to a history set of objects. Early studies have focused on
mining association rules for use in classification, known as associative classifiers
[35, 57, 91].
Recently, the focus was more on finding discriminative patterns, called relevant
patterns, in a training set of objects with class labels. Mining relevant patterns
has been shown the positive impact on improving classification accuracy [17, 72],
and have been studied under different names, such as emerging patterns [22],
relevant patterns [48], and discriminative patterns [17].
Although there have been several algorithms proposed for mining relevant pat-
terns, there algorithms basically use a quality measure for the relevance between
a pattern 푝 and a class 푐 of interest. For example, 휒2, F-score, and information
gain. After that, the top-ranked relevant patterns are selected. Popular rele-
vance measures include Confidence 푝(푐∣푥) used in associative classifiers [57, 115],
Growth rate퐺푅(푥, 푐) = 푝(푐∣푥)
1−푝(푐∣푥) used in emerging patterns, and Information gain
[17], where 푝(푐∣푥) denotes the support of a given pattern 푥 for class 푐.
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2.5 Relevance Feature Discovery
Relevance feature discovery (RFD) is a classical, but challenging task in IR and
text mining. The objective of RFD is to find useful features in user relevance
feedback (typically text documents) to fulfil user information needs [60]. Tradi-
tionally, relevance feedback has been used widely in the area of IR to improve
search quality corresponding a given query.
It has been currently used in text mining systems. For example, information
filtering (IF) [58, 59] and text classification [71, 83]. Relevance feedback is a
subset of retrieved documents that have been judged by the users. The judgement
can be 1 which means it is related to the user’s topic of interest or 0 which means
it is not related to what users want.
2.5.1 Traditional term-based approaches
Most existing IR and text mining methods adopted term-based approaches, which
describe the text with a vector of terms or keywords associated with their weight.
This is known as the bag-of-words (BoW) model [79]. Figure 2.5 shows an ex-
ample of a BoW representation.
As shown in Figure 2.5, each word in the document is collected in a vector of terms
associated with their weight (frequency). BoW representation allows for efficient
computation performance and mature techniques for term weighting [63, 83].
To clarify the significance of a term, the frequency with which the term appears in
a training set of relevant and non-relevant documents can be used. Each relevant
document contains varying amounts of information relevant to a user query.
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Figure 2.5: Bag-of-Words representation using word frequency
The following list of notions will be used to describe the weight function of a
given term 푡.
∙ 푟 is the number of relevant documents that contain term 푡.
∙ 푛 is the total number of documents in the collection that contain term 푡.
∙ 푅 is the total number of relevant documents.
∙ 푁 is the total number of documents in the collection.
Below, some popular term weighting methods in IR are introduced.
∙ Term Frequency (TF): The frequency of a term 푡 in a document 푑,
푇퐹 (푑, 푡), can be used as a measure of a term’s significance within the
document.
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∙ Inverse Document Frequency (IDF): IDF is often used to measure
the specificity of terms in a document collection. The assumption is that
a term which occurs in many documents in the collection is not a good
discriminator and should be given less weight than one that occurs in only
a few documents. The formula of IDF can be expressed as:
퐼퐷퐹 (푡) = log
푁
푛
(2.1)
∙ Term Frequency Inverse Document Frequency (TFIDF): The well-
known measure used in IR and text mining. TFIDF is the combination of
term frequency (TF) and inverse document frequency (IDF).
푇퐹퐼퐷퐹 (푡) = 푇퐹 (푑, 푡)× 퐼퐷퐹 (푡) (2.2)
∙ Probabilistic Relevance Weighting (PRW): according to [74], four
probabilistic weighting methods for relevant terms were proposed based on
the binary independence retrieval model [74]. The weighting methods can
be listed as:
퐹1(푡) = log
(
푟
푅
)(
푛
푁
) (2.3)
퐹2(푡) = log
(
푟
푅
)(
푛−푟
푁−푅
) (2.4)
퐹3(푡) = log
(
푟
푅−푟
)(
푛
푁−푛
) (2.5)
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퐹4(푡) = log
(
푟
푅−푟
)(
푛−푟
푁−푛−푅+푟
) (2.6)
∙ Okapi BM25: The BM25 function was proposed in [75] and aims to weight
a term based on its frequency and the document length. The weighting
function can be expressed as:
푊 (푡) =
푡푓 ⋅ (푘1 + 1)
푘1 ⋅ ((1− 푏) + 푏 퐷퐿AVDL) + 푡푓
⋅ log
(푟+0.5)
(푛−푟+0.5)
(푅−푟+0.5)
(푁−푛−푅+푟+0.5)
(2.7)
where 푁 is the total number of documents in the training set; 푅 is the
number of positive documents in the training set; 푛 is the number of doc-
uments which contain term 푡; 푟 is the number of positive documents which
contain term 푡; 푡푓 is the term frequency; 퐷퐿 and AVDL are the document
length and average document length, respectively; and 푘1 and 푏 are the
experimental parameters.
Below, some popular term weighting methods used in text mining [63, 107] are
described.
∙ Relevant Document Frequency (RDF) [47]:RDF has proven effective
in text categorisation and filtering. The assumption is that these terms are
more specific to a specific collection of documents than terms that occur
less. The function can be written as:
푅퐷퐹 (푡) = 푟 (2.8)
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∙ Relative Document Frequency (RelDF): RelDF is an important met-
ric for terms within user-specified documents and general document collec-
tions [97]. The idea behind RelDF is to ensure that specific or technical
terms that are rare in general usage have a high weighting in text mining.
This is expressed as:
푅푒푙퐷퐹 (푡) =
푟
푅
− 푛
푁
(2.9)
∙ Information Gain (IG): IG is an information-theoretic metric that mea-
sures the difference in the entropy of category prediction by knowing the
presence or absence of a term in a document. The formula is written as:
퐼퐺 = −푅
푁
log
푅
푁
+
푟
푁
log
푟
푁
+
푅− 푟
푁
log
푅− 푟
푁
(2.10)
∙ Mutual Information (MI): MI is another metric derived from informa-
tion theory. In the context of text mining, this metric is commonly applied
for measuring the association between a term and a specific document col-
lection; expressed as:
푀퐼 = 푙표푔
푟/푅
푛/푁
= 푙표푔
푟
푅
− 푙표푔 푛
푁
(2.11)
∙ Chi-Square: Chi-square (휒2) estimates the difference between observed
frequencies and expected frequencies under the independence assumption.
It can be applied for measuring the lack of independence between a term
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and a topic category. The formula is written as:
휒2 =
푁.(푟푁 − 푛푅)2
푅.푛.(푁 −푅).(푁 − 푛) (2.12)
The main advantage of extracting low-level features is to obtain efficient systems
and mature in term-weighting techniques. However, the term-based approaches
often suffer from the problems of polysemy and synonymy [112], where polysemy
means a word has multiple meanings, and synonymy is multiple words having
the same meaning. The semantic meaning of many discovered terms is uncertain
for describing user information needs. Furthermore, many noisy terms that are
unrelated to the document’s main topic extracted from a text document [51].
Such terms may adversely affect IR and text mining systems because irrelevant
information can be retrieved by these terms.
2.5.2 Pattern Taxonomy Model
Recently, a promising technique for RFD has shifted to data mining. Pattern
taxonomy models (PTM) [98, 99, 112] that introduced data mining techniques to
information filtering (IF). These approaches basically discover closed sequential
patterns in text documents to capture semantic information of a text document.
A pattern refers to a list of terms that frequently appeared in a sentence or
a paragraph. In the following subsections, the basic definitions in PTM are
provided to readers. These definitions are also used in this research work.
In PTM, all documents are split into paragraphs. So, a given document 푑 yields
a set of paragraphs 푃푆(푑). Let 퐷 be a set of feedback documents, which consists
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of a set of relevant documents, 퐷+; and a set of non-relevant documents, 퐷−
with respect to the user’s judgement.
2.5.2.1 Sequential Pattern Mining
Let 풯 = {푡1, 푡2, . . . , 푡푚} be a set of terms (or keywords) which can be extracted
from the set of relevant documents, 퐷+. A sequence 푆 =< 푠1, 푠2, . . . , 푠푛 > (푠푖 ∈
풯 ) is an ordered list of terms.
Definition 1 (sub-sequence and super-sequence). A sequence 훼 =< 푎1, 푎2, . . . , 푎푛 >
is called sub-sequence of another sequence 훽 =< 푏1, 푏2 . . . , 푏푚 >, denoted by de-
noted as 훼 ⊑ 훽 but 훼 ∕= 훽, if there exist integers 1 ≤ 푖1 ≤ 푖2 < ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ < 푖푛 ≤ 푚,
such that 푎1 = 푏푖1, 푎2 = 푏푖2, . . . , 푎푛 = 푏푖푛. In addition, we can also say sequence
훽 is a super-sequence of sequence 훼.
For instance, sequence < 푠1, 푠3 > is a sub-sequence of sequence < 푠1, 푠2, 푠3 >.
However, < 푠2, 푠1 > is not a sub-sequence of sequence 푠1푠2푠3 since the order of
item is considered.
Definition 2 (absolute and relative support). Given a document 푑 = {푆1, 푆2, . . . , 푆푛},
where 푆푖 is a sequence of terms contained in a paragraph in 푑. Thus, ∣푑∣ is the
number of paragraphs in document 푑. Let 훼 be a sequence. The absolute support
of 훼 is the number of occurrences of 훼 in the sequences 푆푖 ∈ 푑, denoted as:
푆푢푝푎(훼) = ∣{푆푖∣푆푖 ∈ 푑, 훼 ⊑ 푆}∣
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The relative support of 훼 is the fraction of paragraphs that contain 훼 in document
푑, denoted as
푆푢푝푟(훼) = 푆푢푝푎(훼)/∣퐷∣
For example, the sequential pattern 훼 =< 푡1, 푡2, 푡3 > in the database, as shown
in Table 2.3, has 푆푢푝푎(훼) = 2 and 푆푢푝푟(훼) = 0.5. All sequential patterns in
Table 2.4 with absolute support grater than or equal to 2 are presented in Table
2.4.
Paragraph ID Sequence
푑푝1 푆1 :< 푡1, 푡2, 푡3, 푡4 >
푑푝2 푆2 :< 푡2, 푡4, 푡5, 푡3 >
푑푝3 푆3 :< 푡3, 푡6, 푡1 >
푑푝4 푆4 :< 푡5, 푡1, 푡2, 푡7, 푡3 >
Table 2.3: A set of paragraph sequences in a document 푑
Sequential Patterns 푆푢푝 푎 푆푢푝 푟
< 푡4 >,< 푡5 >,< 푡1, 푡3 >,< 푡2, 푡4 >,< 푡5, 푡3 >,< 푡1, 푡2, 푡3 > 2 0.5
< 푡1 >,< 푡2 >,< 푡2, 푡3 > 3 0.75
< 푡3 > 4 1.0
Table 2.4: All sequential patterns discovered in the sample document in
Table 2.3 with absolute support greater than or equal to 2
A sequential pattern 훼 is called a frequent sequential pattern if 푆푢푝푟(훼) or
푆푢푝푎(훼) is greater than or equal to a minimum support, 푚푖푛 푠푢푝. Therefore, the
problem of sequential pattern mining is to find a complete set of frequent sequen-
tial patterns whose support is greater than or equal to a threshold 푚푖푛 푠푢푝. For
example, let 푚푖푛 푠푢푝 = 0.75, the complete set of sequential patterns which holds
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the threshold value include four sequential patterns: < 푡1 >, < 푡2 >, < 푡2, 푡3 >,
and < 푡3 > in Table 2.4.
2.5.2.2 Pattern Taxonomy
It is not uncommon that we can obtain numerous discovered sequential patterns
in a text document which may include many redundant or meaningless patterns.
Such patterns not only increase both time and space complexities, but may chal-
lenge the effectiveness of text mining.
The PTM adopts the concept of closed patterns mentioned in Section 2.4.1.2 as
meaningful patterns to represent the semantic information in a text document or
a topic.
The formal definition of closed sequential patterns in text is given as follows:
Definition 3 (Closed Sequential Pattern). A sequential pattern 훼 is called
a closed pattern if there exists no sequential pattern 훽 such that 훼 ⊏ 훽 and
푆푢푝푎(훼) = 푆푢푝푎(훽).
For example, in Table 2.4 patterns < 푡2, 푡3 > and < 푡2 > appear three times
in a document. However, pattern < 푡2 > is sub-sequence of pattern < 푡2, 푡3 >.
Therefore, pattern < 푡2 > will be removed. Table 2.5 illustrates the set of closed
sequential patterns in Table 2.4.
In the PTM, all closed sequential patterns can can be structured into a taxonomy
by using the 푖푠 푎 (or subset) relation. Figure 2.6 illustrates the pattern taxonomy
of closed sequential patterns in Table 2.5.
As shown in Figure 2.6, the pattern taxonomy is described as a set of pattern-
absolute support pairs, for example 푃푇 = {< 푡1, 푡2, 푡3 >2, < 푡2, 푡3 >3, < 푡2, 푡4 >2
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Closed Sequential Patterns 푆푢푝 푎 푆푢푝 푟
< 푡5, 푡3 >,< 푡1, 푡2, 푡3 >,< 푡2, 푡4 > 2 0.5
< 푡1 >,< 푡2, 푡3 > 3 0.75
< 푡3 > 4 1.0
Table 2.5: All closed sequential patterns in the sample document in Table
2.3 with absolute support greater than or equal to 2
Figure 2.6: A pattern taxonomy of closed sequential patterns in the sample
document in Table 2.4
}, where non-closed patterns are pruned. After pruning, some direct 푖푠 푎 relations
may be changed, for example, pattern < 푡1 >3 would be come a direct sub-pattern
of pattern < 푡1, 푡2, 푡3 >2 after pruning non-closed pattern < 푡1, 푡2 >2.
2.5.2.3 Basic Concept of Pattern Deploying
The deploying strategy proposed in [99] is mapping discovered patterns into a
common hypothesis space to address the difficulties in using specific long pat-
terns. Figure 2.7 illustrates the basic concept of pattern deploying.
As shown in Figure 2.7, high-level patterns in the pattern space represent col-
lections of low-level terms in the term space (or a topic). Such collections have
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Figure 2.7: The Concept of Pattern Deploying
usually overlapping terms which reflect their importance in the underlying topic
due to they are frequently refereed. Based on this assumption, the deploying
method evaluates a given term’s support based on its appearances in the pat-
terns.
the deploying method is described as follows. Let 푆푃1, 푆푃2, . . . , 푆푃∣퐷+∣ be the
sets of closed sequential patterns for each relevant document 푑푖 ∈ 퐷+, where
푖 = 1, . . . , ∣퐷+∣. Let 푇 be a set of terms in the documents. For each term
푡 ∈ 퐷+, the term support can be calculated by:
푠푢푝푝표푟푡(푡,퐷+) =
푛∑
푖=1
∑
푡∈푝⊆푆푃푖
푠푢푝(푝, 푑푖)
∣푝∣ (2.13)
where ∣푝∣ is the number of terms in 푝.
Table 2.6 illustrates an example of sets of discovered closed sequential patterns
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Doc. Discovered Closed Sequential Patterns (푆푃푖)
푑1 푃푇1 = {< 푡1 >4, < 푡1, 푡2 >3, < 푡3, 푡4 >2}
푑2 푃푇2 = {< 푡5, 푡6 >3, < 푡2, 푡6 >2}
푑3 푃푇3 = {< 푡5 >2, < 푡6, 푡2 >2}
푑4 푃푇4 = {< 푡1 >3, < 푡3 >3, < 푡3, 푡7 >2}
푑5 푃푇5 = {< 푡2, 푡6, 푡8 >2}
Table 2.6: A set of documents and their pattern taxonomy
for 퐷+ = {푑1, 푑2, 푑3, 푑4, 푑5}. For example, team 푡6 appears in three documents,
i.e., 푑2, 푑3, and 푑5. Based on this weighting, its support is evaluated based on
patterns the sets of closed sequential patterns that contain 푡6, i.e.,
푠푢푝푝표푟푡(푡6) = 푤(푡6, 푑2) + 푤(푡6, 푑3) + 푤(푡6, 푑5)
푠푢푝푝표푟푡(푡6) = (
3
2
+
2
2
) + (
2
2
) + (
2
3
) = 2.5 + 1 + 0.667 = 4.16
Moreover, the support of term 푡4 in the training documents can be calculated,
i.e.,
푠푢푝푝표푟푡(푡4) = 푤(푡4, 푑1) =
2
2
= 1
and the support of term 푡5 is
푠푢푝푝표푟푡(푡5) = 푤(푡5, 푑2) + 푤(푡5, 푑3) = (
3
2
) + (
2
1
) = 1.5 + 2 = 3.5.
Once the all term supports are evaluated, a document evaluation is formed to
use the extracted low-level features for scoring a test document 푑 as follows:
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푟푎푛푘(푑) =
∑
푡∈푇
푠푢푝푝표푟푡(푡,퐷+)휏(푡, 푑) (2.14)
where 푇 be a set of extracted features; and 휏(푡, 푑) = 1 if 푡 ∈ 푑; otherwise
휏(푡, 푑) = 0.
2.5.3 Negative Relevance Feedback
Some previous studies show that there is plenty of useful non-relevant information
available in negative relevance feedback [6, 93, 112]. However, effectively using
negative relevance feedback to improve largely filtering accuracy is still an open
issue [60].
The existing methods for using negative feedback in IF have been largely pro-
posed in traditional IR and IF. However, little work has been done in pattern-
based approaches. The traditional IR-based and IF-based models have been done
by using machine learning algorithms. For example, Rocchio-based models [46]
and SVM-based filtering models [25]). By using these machine learning tech-
niques, the problem of extracting relevant features for IF can be treated as the
problem of binary classification. All terms extracted from positive training sam-
ples can be used as features to distinguish the difference between relevant and
non-relevant documents.
Recently, a pattern-based model for using negative relevance feedback in PTM
has been proposed [112]. This approach uses information in non-relevant docu-
ments to improve the quality of extracted features. The result shows that using
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negative relevance feedback has better effectiveness results. However, the im-
provement gain of the model that uses both feedback is not significant compared
to the model using only relevance feedback. The key challenge is how to utilise
negative relevance feedback for pattern-based approaches to improve the quality
of extracted features in user relevance feedback.
2.6 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, the overview of knowledge discovery process as well as frequent
pattern mining has been reviewed. We also review the current work in pattern
mining techniques for finding useful patterns in databases, which try to overcome
the quality issue of using frequent pattern mining.
In terms of IR and IF, we review a lot of work done in the particular area, varying
from classical approaches in IR to current approaches in data mining. Finally
discussion of these RFD approaches were introduced.
Chapter 3
The Pattern Mining Framework
As mentioned in 2, pattern taxonomy models (PTM) that utilise closed sequential
patterns in text documents to overcome the limitation of traditional term-based
approaches. However, the key challenge of PTM is how to effectively deal with
numerous discovered patterns for the extraction of accurate features. Among
discovered patterns, there are many meaningless patterns, and also some discov-
ered patterns may include general information (i.e., terms or phrases) about the
user’s topic. Such patterns are noisy and often restrict effectiveness [112].
This chapter presents a novel data mining framework for acquiring user infor-
mation needs or preferences in text documents. This framework utilises pattern
taxonomy mining [98] to capture important semantics information in a feedback
set of relevant documents. After that, a new post-mining method, named pat-
tern cleaning, for relevance feature discovery, is applied to reduce the effects of
noisy information captured by pattern mining. Finally, relevance feature models
for using the knowledge patterns are employed to help users search for accurate
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information. Figure 3.1 illustrates the pattern mining framework for relevance
feature discovery.
Figure 3.1: The proposed framework
As shown in Figure 3.1, our proposed framework consists of three major parts:
(1) pattern taxonomy mining, (2) pattern cleaning, and (3) relevance feature
model. In the following sections, we briefly explain each part of the proposed
framework.
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3.1 Pattern Taxonomy Mining
As mentioned in 2, pattern taxonomy provides a nice way to view possible docu-
ment representation methods. The new representation captures more important
semantics information with closed sequential patterns in text documents and goes
beyond the classical term-based representation. Closed sequential patterns have
been shown to be useful as phrases for information retrieval (IR) and text mining
[29, 71, 99, 112]. The rationale behind the frequent phrases is that such phrases
∙ capture the semantic relationships among words in text documents and
allow a gap between the words, offering rich semantic information about
natural language [24];
∙ allow researchers to work with a variety of text features, including single
words, short phrases and long phrases;
∙ provide concise lossless representation of the original set of frequent pat-
terns; and remove noisy short patterns with respect to information redun-
dancy [112].
In this thesis, the concept of pattern taxonomy is employed for document and
topic representation in a feedback set.
Given a feedback set of relevant (positive) documents and non-relevant (negative)
documents, taxonomy profiles of closed sequential patterns and their relations in
the feedback set are extracted. Such profiles contain meaningful relevant and
non-relevant information for topic representation.
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Nevertheless, the extraction of pattern taxonomy from large document collec-
tions can be infeasible because of the large number of discovered patterns. This
research presents an efficient algorithm for pattern taxonomy mining, called PT-
Mining in order to speed up the mining process. PTMining algorithm will be
explained in Chapter 4.
3.2 Pattern Cleaning
For a given topic, closed sequential patterns extracted from positive (relevant)
documents (or positive patterns for short) capture prices of meaningful informa-
tion for describing user information needs. However, a lot of meaningless and
irrelevant information available in the feedback documents can easily affect the
quality of extracted features. Using closed pattern mining cannot deal with the
noisy information subject to a specific need of user. For example, short patterns
with high support generally contain general information for a specified topic, but
specific long patterns have low support [112].
The objective of pattern cleaning is to reduce the effects of noises caused by the
discovery process. The main idea of pattern cleaning is to utilise non-relevant
information to refine the relevant knowledge for a specified topic. However, using
all negative documents may be not interesting and increase noises since they may
be often collected from other topics. In this research, we introduce the notion of
offenders to address the above issue. An offender is defined as a negative docu-
ment that is closer to positive ones. According to Figure 3.1, the set of offenders
are identified from a feedback set of negative documents by using some positive
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patterns. After that, the offenders are employed to refine positive patterns for
accurate relevant knowledge (i.e., topics). The pattern cleaning and offender
selection will be explained in Chapter 5.
3.3 Relevance Feature Model
Once the relevant knowledge is extracted from a feedback set, the next step is
how to utilise the discovered knowledge for the effectiveness of retrieval system.
In this thesis, information filtering (IF), an application in IR and text mining,
will be studied to evaluate the quality of relevant knowledge for a user’s topic.
In order to utilise the relevant knowledge, this research presents two representa-
tion models for the relevant knowledge. The first model is to treat patterns as
high-level features to find accurate information of user. A new feature weighting
method is applied to assign accurate weights to each pattern in order to reflect
their significance in the user’s topic. Finally, the relevance of an incoming docu-
ment is evaluated based on the appearances of the patterns in the document.
The second representation model for using the relevant knowledge is aimed to
address the problem of using specific long patterns in text. We develop equations
to deploy high-level patterns over low-level features (term) using term support
based on their appearance in patterns. Finally, the set of low-level features is
employed to improve filtering performance instead of original patterns.
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3.4 Chapter Summary
In this chapter, we present a novel framework of pattern mining for relevant
feature discovery. This framework integrates data mining methods to enhance
both efficiency and effectiveness of feature discovery in positive and negative
feedback for describing user’s information needs.
Basically, these data mining methods include (1) pattern taxonomy mining, (2)
pattern cleaning, and (3) relevance feature model. The pattern taxonomy mining
will be described in Chapter 4. The pattern cleaning method will be explained
in Chapter 5. Finally, the relevance feature models for using the discovered
knowledge in a feedback set will be described in Chapter 6.
Chapter 4
Pattern Taxonomy Mining
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 3, the desirable properties of closed sequential patterns
can be potentially useful for knowledge discovery in text. However, the discovery
of the closed patterns typically produces a large collection of patterns, which may
hinder their use or the extraction of useful patterns.
In this chapter, we propose a novel index structure which allows to deal with
a large collection of closed sequential patterns. We also develop a direct min-
ing technique, called Pattern Taxonomy Mining (PTMining), for building this
index during the mining process. In the following sections, we review the basic
definitions of sequential patterns and closed sequential patterns. Then, we de-
fine the problem of closed sequential patterns in text and its algorithm. Finally,
PTMining algorithm will be described in this chapter.
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4.2 Pattern Taxonomy Mining
Although closed sequential patterns can result in significantly reducing the num-
ber of sequential patterns, the reduction remains a large collection and may
include noisy patterns. In many cases, the huge amount of closed patterns may
hinder to find useful knowledge for the user feedback due to the large search
space.
In this section, we describe a novel indexing mechanism for closed sequential
patterns, called pattern taxonomy. A pattern taxonomy is a tree-like structure
that contains a collection of closed sequential patterns and their relation in a
feedback set of documents. The main objective of the use of pattern taxonomy
is to prepare numerous discovered closed patterns in the feedback set for efficient
processing of pattern cleaning. In this thesis, a data mining algorithm, called
PTMining, has proposed for the extraction of pattern taxonomy in a feedback
set.
Let us consider a sample document collection in Table 4.4.
Document Paragraph-id Term Sequence
푑1
푑푝11 푡1 푡2 푡3 푡4
푑푝12 푡1 푡6 푡3 푡7
푑푝13 푡6 푡7 푡8
푑푝14 푡6 푡7
푑2
푑푝21 푡10 푡6 푡7
푑푝22 푡6 푡9 푡7 푡8
푑푝23 푡7 푡4
Table 4.1: A sample document collection
According to Table 4.4, this text collection has documents 푑1 and 푑2, where
푑1 and 푑2 consist of four and three paragraphs respectively. As mentioned in
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the previous section, PTM model [98] produces collections of closed sequential
patterns for the documents. However, the collections of patterns often represent
fragmented knowledge and often it is not clear how these collections can be
combined to obtain a global view of the patterns.
For example, given the document collection in Table 4.4 and 푚푖푛 푠푢푝 = 2, se-
quential pattern < 푡1, 푡3 > can be reported in document 푑1, but not in document
푑2. On the other hand, sequential pattern < 푡6, 푡7 > that contains in the both
documents has different supports. The absolute support of pattern < 푡6, 푡7 > in
document 푑1 is 3 (or 0.75 for 푆푢푝푟) while its support in document 푑2 is 2 (or 0.66
for 푆푢푝푟).
In PTMining, the documents are transformed into a sequence database by as-
suming that each paragraph of these documents is a transaction of the database.
Table 4.5 illustrates the sequence database of the documents in Table 4.4.
Paragraph ID Term Sequence
푑푝11 푡1 푡2 푡3 푡4
푑푝12 푡1 푡6 푡3 푡7
푑푝13 푡6 푡7 푡8
푑푝14 푡6 푡7
푑푝21 푡10 푡6 푡7
푑푝22 푡6 푡9 푡7 푡8
푑푝23 푡7 푡4
Table 4.2: A sequence database of the documents in Table 4.4
According to Table 4.5, the sequence database consists of seven sequences of
terms in all paragraphs of document 푑1 and 푑2 in Table 4.4. Duplicate sequences
are also removed to reduce the size of database.
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Once the database was built, PTMining algorithm can be applied to construct a
profile that contains all closed sequential patterns and their relation discovered
in the database. However, a major problem is that the size of the database can
be quite large, which may pose more challenges on the mining efficiency. Thus,
efficient mechanisms are used to reduce the search space of sequential patterns.
In the following subsections, we describe the mechanisms used in PTMining al-
gorithm for the efficient mining process. Then, we present this algorithm in the
last section.
4.2.1 Pattern Taxonomy Profile
The output of PTMining is a taxonomy profile that contains closed sequential
patterns and their ”is-a” (sub-pattern/ super-pattern) relation in a sequence
database. Figure 4.1 illustrates the taxonomy structure of discovered patterns
with support (i.e., the subscripts of <>) in the database shown in Table 4.5.
Figure 4.1: The taxonomy profile for sequential patterns in Table 4.5 at
푚푖푛 푠푢푝 = 2
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According to Figure 4.1, the taxonomy profile contains three lists of patterns in
the database shown in Table 4.5 according to their length. For example, 푃푇 [1]
contains the list of all frequent terms (or called size-1 patterns) which include 푡1,
푡3, 푡4, 푡6, 푡7, and 푡8 respectively. 푃푇 [2] and 푃푇 [3] contain the lists of size-2 and
size-3 patterns respectively.
The edges that connects the patterns in different lists represent their relation.
For example, pattern < 푡1 > in list 푃푇 [1] has a direct edge to pattern < 푡1, 푡3 >
in list 푃푇 [2] since < 푡1 > is a sub-pattern of < 푡1, 푡3 >. Pattern < 푡4 > in list
푃푇 [1] has no edge to the others because there is no its super-pattern found in
the sequence database.
To obtain the close set of patterns, non-closed patterns are removed from the
profile (i.e., shared rectangles) and the edges needs to be maintained. For ex-
ample, patterns < 푡1 > and < 푡3 > in list 푃푇 [1] are eliminated from this profile
since their support is the same as pattern < 푡1, 푡3 > which is super-pattern of
the patterns. Furthermore, pattern < 푡7 > has only a direct edge to pattern
< 푡6, 푡7 > in list 푃푇 [2] since pattern < 푡7, 푡8 > is non-closed pattern which is
removed from this profile.
4.2.2 Sequence Extension
The project-database technique have been proposed for efficient sequential pat-
tern mining on large databases [37]. The main idea of this technique is to avoid
generating candidates for sequence extension of a pattern by partitioning an orig-
inal database into a smaller set of extended sequences of the pattern. Given a
pattern 훼, the formal definition of 훼−projected database can be given as follows:
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Definition 4 (훼−projected database). Let 훼 be a sequential pattern in se-
quence database 푆. The 훼−projected database, denoted as 푆훼, is the set of
postfixes of sequences in 푆 which are made of prefix 훼.
Definition 5 (Support in projected database). Let 훼 be a sequential pattern
in sequence database 푆 and 훽 be a sequence having prefix 훼. The support of 훽 in
훼−projected database 푆훼 is number of sequences 훾 in 푆훼 such that 훽 ⊑ 훼 ⊳⊲ 훾.
For example, referred to the sample database in Table 4.5, let 훼 =< 푡7 > be
a sequential pattern in the database. The 훼−projected database contains a
collection of sequences w.r.t. prefix 훼, which include 푑푝12 :<>, 푑푝13 :< 푡8 >,
푑푝14 :<>, 푑푝21 :<>, 푑푝22 :< 푡8 >, and 푑푝23 :< 푡4 > where <> is null. Let
훽 =< 푡7, 푡8 > be an extended sequence of 훼. The support of 훽 in the 훼−projected
database is 2.
Once the 훼−projected database for pattern 훼 was extracted, the next step is to
find the sequential patterns in this database satisfying a given minimum support.
If one frequent term is found, a (푛+1) sequential pattern is expanded from pattern
훼 by using sequence extension, which is defined as follows:
Definition 6 (Sequence Extension). Given 훽 be a sequence in a database and
a sequential pattern 훼, the sequence extension 훾 of 훼 w.r.t. 훽 is obtained by
simply appending 훽 to 훼 and generating a new sequence 훾 such that 훾 = 훼 ⊳⊲ 훽.
Here, we illustrate the process of sequence extension in the sequence database
shown in Table 4.5. Given 푚푖푛 푠푢푝 = 2, the list of size-1 patterns generated
from the original database can be seen in Table 4.6.
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size-1 pattern 푆푢푝푎 푆푢푝푟
< 푡1 > 2 0.28
< 푡3 > 2 0.28
< 푡4 > 2 0.28
< 푡6 > 5 0.62
< 푡7 > 6 0.85
< 푡8 > 2 0.28
Table 4.3: Size−1 frequent patterns for the database in Table 4.5 where
푚푖푛 푠푢푝 = 2
For each size-1 pattern 훼, a set of subsequences 푃푠 starting with 훼 are extracted
from the original database, where 푃푠 ⊑ 푑푝푛 and 푑푝푛 ∈ 푑. Generally, the number
of projected sequences of a root pattern 훼 equals to the pattern’s absolute support
unless it locates at the end of some paragraphs.
After a 훼−projected database is built, size-(푛 + 1) patterns can be obtained
by extending the size−푛 pattern using the concept of sequence extension. For
example, in Table 4.7 extended sequences < 푡2, 푡3, 푡4 > and < 푡6, 푡3, 푡7 > are
generated with a root pattern < 푡1 >. Then, only a candidate < 푡1, 푡3 > with the
support of 2 is generated because term 푡3 is frequent in the projected database.
Table 4.7 illustrates the 훼− projected database for all size-1 patterns in Table
4.6.
Table 4.8 illustrates the results of size-2 patterns derived from the projected
databases in Table 4.7. Note that neither pattern will be generated from the
푝−projected database of pattern < 푡4 > and < 푡8 > because there is no extended
sequence existing in their projected database. Furthermore, there is no pattern
will be generated from the 훼−projected database of pattern < 푡3 > because
terms 푡4 and < 푡5 > are not frequent in its projected database.
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훼 Extended Subsequence
< 푡1 >
< 푡2, 푡3, 푡4 >
< 푡6, 푡3, 푡7 >
< 푡3 >
< 푡4 >
< 푡7 >
< 푡4 >
< 푡6 >
< 푡3, 푡7 >
< 푡7, 푡8 >
< 푡7 >
< 푡7 >
< 푡9, 푡7, 푡8 >
< 푡7 >
< 푡8 >
< 푡8 >
< 푡4 >
< 푡8 >
Table 4.4: The list of 훼−projected databases for all size-1 patterns in Table
4.6
size-1 pattern size-2 pattern 푆푢푝푎 푆푢푝푟
< 푡1 > < 푡1, 푡3 > 2 0.28
< 푡3 > − − −
< 푡4 > − − −
< 푡6 >
< 푡6, 푡7 > 5 0.62
< 푡6, 푡8 > 2 0.28
< 푡7 > < 푡7, 푡8 > 2 0.28
< 푡8 > − − −
Table 4.5: The list of size-2 patterns derived from all size-1 patterns
This process continues to extend sequential patterns of size−푛 until there is no
more extended sequences.
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4.2.3 Efficient Closure Checking
When a new sequential pattern is generated, closure checking needs to be applied
for eliminating non-closed sequences. Let 훼 be a new sequential pattern in a
sequence database.
The problem of closure checking is to check out for each closed sequence 훽,
whether there exists a super-sequence 훼 and the support of 훽 equals to the
support of 훼. The bottleneck of closure testing is to compare each closed sequence
already mined, which gives 푂(푛2), where 푛 is the total number of sequential
patterns discovered in the database.
To overcome this difficulty, some efficient algorithms for closed pattern min-
ing have been proposed, such as CLOSET [70], CHARM [110], and CLOSET+
[92], CloSpan [105]. Most of them proposed for efficient mining of closed item-
sets, which may be not suitable for subsequence closure checking due to ordered
matching required.
PTMining algorithm adopted the candidate-maintenance-and-test approach used
in CloSpan algorithm [105] for efficient elimination of non-closed sequences in a
pattern profile. Basically, a hash-indexed structure is used to maintain a set of
closed sequence candidates already mined and then do post-pruning. To imple-
ment the index structure, PTMining uses the open hash table which allows to
store a set of closed candidates. Figure 4.2 illustrates the hash-indexed structure
used in PTMining.
According to Figure 4.2, the hash structure consists of lists of objects (or open
chaining) stored in different locations of the hash table. The hash function ℎ()
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Figure 4.2: The Hash-Indexed Structure
is used to compute a hash key for matching a new object 훽 to a specific location
in the hash table that stores objects with the same key. For example, the hash
function in Figure 4.2 matches object 훽 to a list of objects 훼5 and 훼6 in the hash
table.
However, the objective of using the hash structure is not to index new patterns,
but is to reduce the search space of subsequence testing. Assume that a set of
closed candidates are stored in the hash table. When a new sequential pattern is
generated by the sequence extension, a hash key of the new pattern is computed
by using a hash function. Finally, a subset of the closed candidates in the hash
table is retrieved to perform closed subsequence checking based on the common
key.
Since closure checking uses support information to compare sequences, we define
to use the support of pattern for calculating a hash key in the hash function. Let
ℎ(푆푢푝푎(훼)) be a hash function that assigns a key value to pattern 훼 based on its
support. Once the key is calculated, the hash index 퐻푇 retrieves a set of closed
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candidates 훽 based on their common key, i.e.,
퐶훼 = {훽∣훽 ∈ 퐻푇, ℎ(푆푢푝푎(훽)) = ℎ(푆푢푝푎(훼))} (4.1)
By using the hash index, we can reduce the search space of closed sequence
checking by testing only a subset of them. Once the closed candidates of pattern
훼 was identified, we do post-pruning, where a closed candidate is removed from
the profile if there exists a super-pattern 훼.
Figure 4.3 illustrates the example of the use of the hash index for non-closed
sequence elimination. Assume that the hash index now stores sequential pattern-
ids (푆푒푞.퐼퐷) of size-1 patterns in list 푃푇 [1] of the taxonomy according to their
key. For example, patterns 푡1 and 푡2 are stored in the same location because
they have the same support in the sequence database, i.e., 3. When a new
pattern 푝 =< 푡2, 푡3 > with support of 3 is extracted, a hash key of the pattern
is calculated by the hash function. Then, the hash index returns a set of size-1
candidates with the common key for closure checking. For example, applying the
hash key for pattern < 푡2, 푡3 > results in testing only closed patterns 푡1 and 푡2
because they have the common key. A closed candidate that is subsequence of
the new pattern is eliminated from the pattern profile; otherwise, it is still closed
one.
By this way, we do not need to compare patterns 푡4, 푡3, and 푡5 which have a
different key from< 푡2, 푡3 >. As a result, the search space of closed candidates can
be largely reduced. We do the same with the remaining new frequent patterns.
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Figure 4.3: The pattern taxonomy for frequent patterns and closed patterns
in Table 4.5
4.3 Algorithm Implementation
Algorithm 1 describes PTMining algorithm. The input of this algorithm includes
a set of feedback documents, denoted as 퐷, and a minimum support threshold
푚푖푛 푠푢푝. The output of this algorithm is a taxonomy profile 푃푇퐷 that contains
closed sequential patterns and their relation in the document set.
PTMining algorithm starts by partitioning each document of the feedback col-
lection into a set of paragraphs to build a sequence database 푆퐷 (Step 2 to 5).
It uses the sequence database to mine closed sequential patterns for the feed-
back documents. After that, a set of all frequent terms (or 1 term sequences) is
extracted from the sequence database 푆퐷 to initialize the pattern profile for min-
ing sequence extension by inserting them into list 푃푇퐷[1] (Step 7 to 10). Step
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11 calls ClosedSeqMine algorithm for mining closed sequential patterns. The
ClosedSeqMine can be seen in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 1: PTMining
Input : A feedback collection 퐷; a minimum support 푚푖푛 푠푢푝
Output: a taxonomy profile 푃푇퐷;
begin
푆퐷 = ∅;1
for each document 푑 ∈ 퐷 do2
Let 푃푆(푑) be a set of paragraphs in 푑;3
푆퐷 = 푆퐷 ∪ 푃푆(푑) ; /* Build a Sequence Database */4
Remove duplicate sequences in 푆퐷;5
푃푇퐷[1] = ∅;6
Let 푇 be a set of all frequent 1-term sequences in 푆퐷;7
for each term 푡 ∈ 푇 do8
푡.푐ℎ푖푙푑 = 푁푈퐿퐿;9
푃푇퐷[1] = 푃푇퐷[1] ∪ {푡} ; /* Insert Frequent Terms */10
Call ClosedSeqMine(푃푇퐷[1], 푆퐷);11
return12
end
In 푃푇푀푖푛푖푛푔 procedure, Level 푛 + 1 (푃푇+[푛 + 1]) is initialized in step 7, and
candidate patterns of size (푛 + 1) are iteratively generated by joining all their
sub-patterns already mined in the current level, where 푛 means the current level
(See Steps 8 to 11). Steps 12 to 14 examine all the new candidates and only the
ones that have a frequency above the minimum threshold 푚푖푛 푠푢푝 are inserted
into 푃푇+[푛 + 1] as new frequent patterns discovered. The process of updating
the taxonomy when removing non-closed patterns is described from Steps 15 to
20. For each frequent pattern 훽 in 푃푇+[푛+ 1], its all sub-patterns are extracted
from the list 푃푇+[푛] (i.e., 휎훽) in Step 15. For each sub-pattern 푞 ∈ 휎훽, pattern
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Algorithm 2: ClosedSeqMine
Input : The list of size−푛 closed sequential patterns: 푃푇퐷[푛]; A sequence
database 퐷; A hash-index: 퐻
Output: The list of size−(푛+ 1) closed sequential patterns: 푃푇퐷[푛+ 1];
begin
Let 푃푇퐷[푛+ 1] = ∅;1
for each pattern 훼 ∈ 푃푇퐷[푛] do2
Insert 훼 to 퐻 with ℎ(푆푢푝푎(훼));3
for each pattern 훼 ∈ 푃푇퐷[푛] do4
Generate 훼−projected database 푆퐷∣훼 ;5
for each term 푡 ∈ 푆퐷∣훼 do6
훾 ← 훼 ⊳⊲ 푡 ; /* Sequence Extension */7
if 푆푢푝푎(훾) ≥ 푚푖푛 푠푢푝 then8
훾.푐ℎ푖푙푑 = 푁푈퐿퐿;9
푃푇퐷[푛+ 1] = 푃푇퐷[푛+ 1]∪ {훾} ; /* Add a new Seq Pattern */10
퐶훾 = {훽∣훽 ∈ 퐻, ℎ(푆푢푝푎(훽)) = ℎ(푆푢푝푎(훾))};11
for each candidate 훽 ∈ 퐶훾 do12
if 훽 ⊑ 훾 then13
훾.푐ℎ푖푙푑 = 훽.푐ℎ푖푙푑;14
푃푇퐷[푛] = 푃푇퐷[푛]− {훽};15
else 훾.푐ℎ푖푙푑 = 훽 ; /* Prune Non-Closed Sub-Ptrns */16
if 푃푇퐷[푛+ 1] = ∅ then return ; /* No More Frequent Patterns */17
Call ClosedSeqMine(푃푇퐷[푛+ 1],푆퐷);18
end
푞 is removed from the 푃푇+[푛] if its support is equal to the support of pattern
훽; otherwise, pattern 푞 is added as a child of pattern 훽 (Step 20). Finally, the
푃푇푀푖푛푖푛푔 algorithm keeps expanding the tree till no frequent patterns of size
(푛+ 1) are generated (Step 20).
Chapter 5
Pattern Cleaning
The main challenge that limits the practical usage of pattern mining is that
typical data mining algorithms generate patterns in numbers too large to be
useful [39]. Among discovered patterns, there are many meaningless patterns,
and also some discovered patterns might include uncertain information as well.
Over the years, many data mining techniques have been proposed for removing
redundant and noisy patterns in data. For text classification, pattern taxon-
omy models [98, 99, 112] that have adopted the concept of closed patterns to
remove meaningless patterns in text with respect to others have shown a certain
improvement on text classification performance. However, we believe that the
closed frequent patterns are insufficient to address the problem of noisy patterns
in relevant documents. The first reason is that closed pattern mining focuses
on reducing a large collection of frequent patterns in a single set of data. As a
result, the closed patterns suffer from from large amounts of general patterns for
describing a specified topic. The second reason suggested by [112] is the problem
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of misinterpretation, which means that highly frequent patterns (normally short
patterns with large support) are usually general patterns, but long patterns with
low support (normally specific patterns).
This chapter describes a novel post-mining method for reducing noises in closed
sequential patterns, which lead to improve the quality of extracted features in
user relevance feedback.
5.1 Presence of Noise in Relevance Feedback
User feedback contains useful information about how the users personally satisfy
the results of objects (typically documents) retrieved by a system [78]. A typical
collection of user feedback includes relevant and non-relevant documents with
respect to user’s perspectives. For data mining, it is expected that the discov-
ery of patterns in user relevance feedback should capture useful and semantic
information for describing user information needs or preferences.
Real-world text collections in general contain a lot of meaningless and uncertain
information (i.e., terms or phrases). For example, large documents may contain
many terms that span several subject areas. When the documents are employed
for the purpose of relevance feedback, large amounts of noisy terms can be ex-
tracted by using pattern mining algorithms. Such noisy patterns can not only
increase time complexity, but also increase noise in discovered patterns, which
finally restrict effectiveness [104].
Let us show the problem of mining frequent patterns in relevant documents that
may contain noise. Figure 5.1 illustrates the frequency counts (or support) of
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close sequential patterns in relevant and non-relevant documents of some feedback
sets in RCV1 corpus [55]. The blue dots represent the true positive and false
positive counts for the frequent patterns from relevant documents of the feedback
sets.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.1: Frequent pattern mining with RCV1’s topics
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As shown in Figure 5.1, large amounts of closed patterns in the training datasets
are general patterns, which appear in both relevant and non-relevant documents of
a feedback set. Furthermore, such patterns tend to be highly frequent patterns in
the datasets. This can imply that relevant documents share common information
with non-relevant ones. Given a specified topic, a general pattern usually has a
high exhaustivity but a low specificity, where exhaustivity describes the extent to
which a pattern discusses the topic and specificity describes the extent to which
a pattern focuses on this topic.
According to the noise characteristic, let us define the term ”noise” used through-
out the thesis. Let 퐴 be a set of frequent patterns in a feedback set 퐷, and 퐼퐹퐴
be an information filtering system implemented by using 퐴. Let 푃 be a positive
pattern discovered in 퐷, 푃 /∈ 퐴 and 퐼퐹퐴푃 be the information filtering system
implemented by using 퐴 ∪ {푝}. We called pattern 푝 a noise pattern to 퐴 if the
performance of 퐼퐹퐴푃 is worse than 퐼퐹퐴.
Ideally, it is expected to remove the large amounts of noisy pattern 푃 in discov-
ered patterns to improve the performance of information filtering systems. For
many years, data mining has developed many post-mining techniques for remov-
ing meaningless and noisy patterns. Most of these methods focus on summarizing
the large collection of frequent patterns using fewer patterns in an unsupervised
setting. However, without considering non-relevant information it is impossible
to deal with the noises in relevant documents. Recently, some pattern mining
techniques for finding patterns that are relevant to the class of interest, called
relevant patterns, have been proposed and studied under the names of emerging
patterns [22, 56] and discriminative patterns [17, 27]. The main idea of these
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methods is to mine a complete set of frequent patterns and then select relevant
patterns based on some criteria. However, the key challenge is how to correctly
decide which patterns should be removed because the boundary between relevant
and noisy patterns for a specified topic is not clear.
5.2 Noise Reduction Approach
In this section, we propose the idea of pattern cleaning to improve the quality of
relevant knowledge extracted in noisy feedback. Basically, the proposed method
mines both relevant and non-relevant information.
It is clear that non-relevant documents contain information not desired by the
user. This feedback information are useful to identify ambiguous patterns with
respect to user’s information needs. For example, a pattern is ambiguous if
it appears in both the relevant and non-relevant documents at certain times.
Furthermore, as the very limited number of relevant documents in a typical
feedback collection, the pieces of relevant information extracted from the training
documents are hardly representative for describing the relevant knowledge. By
combining non-relevant information, the quality of relevant knowledge can be
expected due to additional information.
5.3 Pattern Cleaning Method
As discussed in the previous section, the challenging problem of mining relevance
feedback is that it generates a lot of detailed information (patterns), which may
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be not good representative for describing user feedback and may also include
some noisy patterns. The main idea of pattern cleaning is to try updating the
relevant information by the use of non-relevant information to improve the quality
of discovered knowledge. Figure 5.2 illustrates the proposed method of pattern
cleaning. It consists of two main steps: (1) offender identification and (2) pattern
refinement.
Figure 5.2: Pattern cleaning method
5.3.1 Offenders Identification
In general, the number of non-relevant documents in a feedback collection may
be quite large as compared with the number of relevant ones. This is because
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they are easily gathered. However, the discovery of patterns in all the non-
relevant documents are not interesting and may increase noise due to the diverse
characteristics of non-relevant documents.
Instead of all non-relevant documents, we propose to identify a subset of inter-
esting non-relevant documents used for the updating process. We defined that a
non-relevant document is interesting if it shares pieces of information about rele-
vant documents. Such a document is useful for reducing ambiguous information
and also contains useful non-relevant information (features) for reducing a mis-
take decision of non-relevant documents. In this context, we call the interesting
documents as offenders. Figure 5.2 illustrates the area of offenders. According to
Figure 5.3: The area of offenders
this figure, the offender set in the yellow area contains non-relevant documents
that close to relevant ones (magenta area) since they share some information each
other. The rest of non-relevant documents can be removed.
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To identify the offenders, we propose a document evaluation function for scoring
non-relevant candidates in 퐷−. Basically, the scoring function assigns a weight to
each non-relevant document of a feedback collection based on the occurrence of
relevant information in the document. However, matching all patterns in a large
document can be considered as an expensive operation. Thus, an efficient method
needs to be applied. Given 푇+ be a set of all frequent terms (size-1 sequential
patterns) in relevant documents 퐷+ and a non-relevant document 푛푑 ∈ 퐷−, the
weight of 푛푑 can be assigned according to the following function:
푆(푛푑) =
∑
푡푗∈푛푑∩푇+
푡푓푗∑
푡푘∈푛푑 푡푓푘
(5.1)
where 푡푓푗 and 푡푓푘 denote the term frequencies of 푡푗 and 푡푘 in 푛푑. The denominator
is used to normalize a large document. The high weight assigned to 푛푑 means
that 푛푑 tends to be an offender. Once the weights of document are identified,
we sort the non-relevant documents in descending order associated with their
weight, i.e., 푆(푛푑1) ≥ 푆(푛푑2) ≥ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ ≥ 푆(푛푑푚), where 푚 = ∣퐷−∣. Then, we
choose the top−푘 ranked documents as the offenders instead of the original set
of non-relevant documents. The clear merit of the use of 푘 parameter rather than
a threshold value is that the parameter 푘 is less sensitive to the statistics on the
dataset and so is easier for human users to specify.
To be clear, given 푇+ = {푡1, 푡2, 푡3, 푡4} be a list of size-1 sequential patterns
extracted from relevant documents, we assume that a set of non-relevant doc-
uments 퐷− = {푛푑1, 푛푑2, . . . , 푛푑5}. Table 5.1 illustrates the sorted non-relevant
documents with their weight in Eq (5.1).
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Doc. List of term frequencies weight
푛푑1 {(푡1, 2), (푡2, 3)} 1.0
푛푑2 {(푡1, 3), (푡3, 2), (푡4, 7), (푡6, 1)} 0.91
푛푑3 {(푡3, 4), (푡4, 2), (푡5, 7), (푡6, 2)} 0.40
푛푑4 {(푡4, 8), (푡6, 3), (푡7, 4), (푡7, 4), (푡8, 2), (푡9, 5)} 0.36
푛푑5 {(푡6, 1), (푡8, 4), (푡9, 2)} 0.0
Table 5.1: The sorted non-relevant documents 퐷− with their weight
Finally, PTMining algorithm is applied to discover a set of closed sequential
patterns for the top-k offenders.
5.3.2 The Refinement Strategy
In this subsection, we describe the second step of pattern cleaning, aiming to
refine relevant information by using non-relevant information to describe the
relevant knowledge. To avoid the ambiguity, we coin the new terms positive
patterns and negative patterns that refer to closed sequential patterns discovered
in relevant documents and offenders respectively.
Figure 5.3 illustrates the relationship between positive and negative patterns
discovered in a feedback collection. According to Figure 5.3, positive patterns
can be considered as pieces of relevant information in the feedback collection while
negative patterns represent non-relevant information. However, some of positive
and negative patterns may share some information (i.e., terms or patterns) each
other. For example, positive pattern 퐷 share some terms with negative pattern
퐻 or positive pattern 퐹 is subsequence of negative pattern 퐺. Such common
information can be considered as ambiguous (noisy) information, which may
hinder the use of patterns for decision making. These patterns can related to the
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Figure 5.4: The relationship between positive patterns (red ovals) and neg-
ative patterns (blue ovals) in a training set
boundary area. Depending on the the training dataset, the boundary may be
large, which means that it include a lot of ambiguous information. The objective
of pattern refinement is to reduce the noisy information by identifying positive
and negative patterns necessary to describe the relevant knowledge, especially
the boundary between relevant and non-relevant information.
Our proposed method basically classifiers both positive and negative patterns
based on their relationship into categories. Then, it deals with the categories of
patterns to represent the relevant knowledge. Based on the relationship between
positive and negative patterns, we can classify the positive patterns into the three
main categories in term of appearance of noisy information: relevant, weak, and
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conflict.
We give the formal definitions of the groups of patterns as follows:
Definition 7 (Relevant and Weak patterns). A positive pattern 푝 ∈ 퐷+ is called
weak if ∃푞 ∈ 퐷− ⇒ 푝 ∩ 푞 ∕= ∅; otherwise, 푝 is called relevant.
Let us consider positive patterns shown in Figure 5.3. Positive patterns 퐶, 퐷, 퐹
and 퐼 are weak patterns since we can find negative patterns 퐸, 퐻, 퐺 and 퐽 that
share some common information, i.e., 퐶 ∩ 퐸 ∕= ∅, 퐷 ∩ 퐻 ∕= ∅, 퐹 ∩ 퐺 ∕= ∅, and
퐼 ∩ 퐽 ∕= ∅.
Definition 8 (Conflict patterns). Let 푊푃 be the set of weak positive patterns.
A positive pattern 푝 ∈ 푊푃 is called conflict if ∃푞 ∈ 퐷−, such that 푝 ⊆ 푞.
For instance, in Figure 5.3, positive patterns 퐹 and 퐼 are two conflict patterns
since they are the subsets of negative patterns 퐺 and 퐽 , respectively. Conflict
patterns are often very short (e.g., size-1 or size-2 patterns) and may be very
general to the relevant topic since they tend to frequently occur in both positive
and negative data.
Here, we examine some interesting theorems for the noisy patterns:
Theorem 1. Let 푃푃 be the set of frequent positive patterns discovered in 퐷+,
and NP be the set of frequent negative patterns discovered in 퐷−. A positive
pattern 푝 is conflict pattern if and only if 푝 ∈ 푃푃 ∩푁푃 .
Proof. “⇒”, based on Definition 2, there is a negative pattern 푞 such that 푝 ⊆ 푞
if 푝 ∈ 푃푃 is a conflict pattern. Since 푞 ∈ 푁푃 is frequent, and 푝 is a sub-pattern
of 푞; 푝 is also a frequent negative patterns. So 푝 ∈ 푃푃 ∩푁푃 .
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“⇐”, if 푝 ∈ 푃푃 ∩푁푃 , then 푝 ∈ 푁푃 and 푝 ⊆ 푝. So 푝 is a conflict pattern based
on Definition 2.
Theorem 2. (Anti-Monotonic Property) Let pattern 푝 ∈ 퐷+ is a conflict pat-
tern. ∀푞 ⊆ 푝, 푞 is conflict pattern.
Proof. Based on Theorem 1, 푝 is a conflict pattern ⇔ 푝 ∈ 푃푃 ∩ 푁푃 , that is,
푞 ⊆ 푝⇒ 푞 ∈ 푃푃 ∩푁푃 . So, 푞 is a conflict pattern based on Theorem 1 again.
Considering the overlap information between positive and negative patterns, we
also deal with negative patterns from a training set by classifying them into two
categorises: weak negative and non-relevant.
We give the formal definitions as follows.
Definition 9 (Weak negative and Non-relevant Patterns). Let 푊푃 be the set of
weak positive patterns and 퐶푃 be the set of conflict positive patterns. A negative
pattern 푞 ∈ 퐷− is called weak negative if ∃푝 ∈ 푊푃 − 퐶푃 , such that 푞 ∩ 푝 ∕= ∅;
otherwise, 푞 is called non-relevant.
Theorem 3. Let 푊푃 and 퐶푃 be sets of weak patterns and conflict patterns
identified in positive patterns. A negative pattern 푞 is non-relevant pattern if
and only if 푞 ∩ 푇 ′ = ∅, where 푇 ′ = {푡∣푡 ∈ 푝, 푝 ∈ 푊푃 − 퐶푃}.
Proof. “⇒”, Assume 푞 is non-relevant pattern, but 푞 ∩ 푇 ′ ∕= ∅. Let 푡 ∈ 푞 ∩ 푇 ′.
Then there is a 푝 ∈ 푊푃−퐶푃 such that 푡 ∈ 푝. ∴ 푡 ∈ 푞∩푝 and then 푞∩푝 ∕= ∅, i.e., 푞
is a week pattern based on Definition 3. This is contradictory to the assumption.
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“⇐”, Assume 푞 ∩ 푇 ′ = ∅, but 푞 is not non-relevant, i.e., 푞 is a week pattern.
Based on Definition 3, ∃푝 ∈ 푊푃 − 퐶푃 , such that 푞 ∩ 푝 ∕= ∅. ∵ 푝 ⊆ 푇 ′.
∴ 푞∩푇 ′ ⊇ 푞∩푝 ∕= ∅, that is 푞∩푇 ′ ∕= ∅. This is contradictory to the assumption.
Once these patterns are classified, we use the groups of patterns to describe the
relevant knowledge of user feedback as shown in Figure 5.4.
Figure 5.5: The relevant knowledge represented by groups of patterns
According to this figure, the relevant knowledge is described by sets of relevant
patterns and both weak patterns, including weak positive and weak negative
ones. The rest of patterns (i.e., conflict patterns and non-relevant patterns) are
removed.
5.3.3 Pattern Cleaning Algorithm
Algorithm 3 describes the process of pattern cleaning. The input of the algorithm
is a set of positive patterns 푃푇퐷+ discovered from relevant documents 퐷
+, a set
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of non-relevant documents 퐷−, and the number of offenders 푘. The output is the
updated sets of positive and negative patterns used for describing the relevant
knowledge of user feedback.
According to Algorithm 3, this algorithm starts to identify the set of offenders
퐷−표푓푓 from non-relevant documents 퐷
− (Steps 1 to 5). Basically, it scores the
non-relevant documents using Equation (5.1) and then only the top−푘 scored
documents is chosen as the offenders. Step 6 calls 푃푇푀푖푛푖푛푔 algorithm that
results in the set of closed sequential patterns 푃푇퐷− for the identified 푘 offenders.
After that, the process of refinement is applied to the discovered sets of positive
and negative patterns (Steps 7 to Steps 13). First, it performs to remove conflict
patterns with a top-down search strategy (Step 7 to 10), which uses the advantage
of anti-monotonic relation property to improve the efficiency (see Property 2).
It starts from negative patterns 푞 in the top list of 푃푇퐷− [푚] to examine positive
patterns in 푃푇퐷+ . For each positive pattern 푝 ∈ 푃푇퐷+ that is identified as
the subset of 푞, we update the pattern profile 푃푇퐷+ by removing 푝 and its all
sub-patterns (Step 10). Steps 11 to 13 describes the process of updating negative
patterns in the profiles 푃푇퐷− by pruning non-relevant patterns that never overlap
with any positive patterns in the updated tree 푃푇+. The output of the algorithm
is to yield the updated trees 푃푇+ and 푃푇− respectively.
5.3.3.1 Example: Pattern Cleaning
Let us show an example of the pattern cleaning algorithm. Assume that pattern
taxonomies of positive and negative patterns have already mined from relevant
documents 퐷+ and offenders 퐷−표푓푓 respectively as shown in Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: Pattern taxonomies of positive patterns (top) and negative pat-
terns (bottom)
According to Algorithm 3, the first step of pattern cleaning is to eliminate conflict
patterns in a set of positive patterns by matching all positive patterns with
negative ones. Once it is found that a positive pattern is subset of a negative
pattern, it performs to remove the positive pattern and its all sub-patterns from
pattern taxonomy 푃푇퐷+ . Figure 5.7 illustrates the result of pruning conflict
patterns < 푡2, 푡3 >, < 푡1 >, and < 푡2 > in the set of positive patterns with
respect to negative pattern < 푡2, 푡3, 푡6 >.
After conflict patterns are removed, it is easy to identify relevant patterns and
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Figure 5.7: The result of removing conflict patterns in a set of positive
patterns with respect to negative pattern < 푡2, 푡3, 푡6 >
weak positive patterns based on the above definitions. Figure 5.8 illustrates the
identification of groups of relevant patterns and weak positive patterns. Accord-
ing to this figure, positive patterns < 푡1, 푡2, 푡3 > and < 푡1, 푡2 > are identified as
weak positive patterns since they share common term 푡2 with negative patterns
< 푡2 > < 푡2, 푡3, 푡6 >. Positive patterns < 푡1 >, < 푡1, 푡4 > and < 푡4 > are relevant
patterns since they never overlap with any negative one. Finally, it uses infor-
mation (terms) from all weak positive patterns identified to remove non-relevant
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patterns and to identify weak negative patterns. Figure 5.9 illustrates the re-
sult of removing non-relevant patterns. The rest of negative patterns are weak
negative patterns.
Figure 5.8: The identified groups of relevant patterns and weak positive
patterns
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Figure 5.9: The result of removing non-relevant patterns in a set of negative
patterns
5.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter presents the proposed approach for noise reduction in discovered
patterns in a feedback collection. This approach focuses on mining both rele-
vant and non-relevant information to precisely describe the relevant knowledge
of user feedback. Furthermore, we developed a novel pattern refinement method,
called pattern cleaning to capture this goal. Based on interesting theorems, the
proposed method of pattern cleaning is efficient and scalable due to the desired
property of anti-monotonicity.
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Algorithm 3: Pattern Cleaning Algorithm
Input : The pattern taxonomy 푃푇+; Negative documents 퐷−; Number of
offenders 퐾
Output: The updated taxonomies of positive patterns 푃푇+ and negative
patterns 푃푇−;
begin
푇 = {푡∣푡 ∈ 푝, 푝 ∈ 푃푇+};1
for each negative document 푛푑 ∈ 퐷− do2
compute the score 푆(푛푑) according to Eq.(5.1);3
Let 퐷− = {푛푑1, 푛푑2, . . . , 푛푑푟} in descending order;4
퐷−표푓푓 = {푛푑푖∣푛푑푖 ∈ 퐷−, 푆(푛푑푖) > 0, 푖 ≤ 퐾};5
푃푇− = 푃푇푀푖푛푖푛푔(퐷−표푓푓 ),푚푖푛 푠푢푝);6
for 푖 = ∣푃푇+∣ to 1 do7
for each positive pattern 푝 ∈ 푃푇+[푖] do8
for 푗 = ∣푃푇−∣ to 1 do9
for each negative pattern 푞 ∈ 푃푇−[푗] do10
if 푝 ⊆ 푞 then Remove 푝 and its children from 푃푇+
푇
′
= {푡∣푡 ∈ 푝, 푝 ∈ 푃푇+};11
푃푇− = 푃푇− − {푝∣푝 ∈ 푃푇−, 푝 ∩ 푇 ′ = ∅};12
return 푃푇+ and 푃푇−;13
end
Chapter 6
Relevance Feature Models
In the previous chapter, we present a novel anti-monotone pruning algorithm for
mining relevant patterns by removing non-interesting patterns in the collections
of positive and negative patterns. In other words, this algorithm results in subsets
of positive and negative patterns to describe the relevant knowledge of user’s
interests. In this chapter, we target on the issue regarding how to utilise the
identified subsets of patterns for the effectiveness of relevant feature discovery.
To realise this, we develop two relevance feature models for the use of (relevant)
patterns which include a set of positive patterns and negative ones to enhance the
performance of information filtering, a system that monitors a steam of incoming
documents to filter out non-relevant documents with respect to user profiles [11].
In the first model, we focus on the use of extracted relevant patterns as a new
feature space for describing the user’s relevant documents. Alternatively, the
second model has been developed based on the pattern deploying approach [99]
which attempts to solve the limitations of using specific long patterns in text
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documents.
In addition, we aim to use the proposed relevance models for the evaluation of
of the proposed pattern cleaning method comparing with existing approaches to
relevant pattern mining. We will describe this in Chapter 7.
6.1 Weighted Support Model
Generally, the straight forward way to use discovered patterns in data is to treat
patterns as a feature space for building a global model. For example, PTM models
[98] that use weighted (closed) sequential patterns as profiles to score documents
according to the user’s interest. An approach for mining discriminative patterns
as a feature space to improve the classification performance was proposed in
[17, 22].
In this model, weights are computed and assigned to each discovered pattern to
reflect its significance in a training dataset. In document filtering, the similarity
between a user’s profile and each incoming document is calculated to retrieve
documents relevant to the profile. In this case, patterns can be used to evaluate
this similarity.
To assess a pattern’s significance, statistical measures used in data mining such
as ”support” or ”confidence”[32] can be applied. However, there are two major
issues regarding the use of data mining measures for answering what users want
[60, 112]. The first issue is low frequency. Figure 6.1 illustrates the support dis-
tribution of closed sequential patterns in a training document set. According to
this figure, the major part of patterns are rare in covering the training documents
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Figure 6.1: The support distribution of closed sequential patterns in a train-
ing set of documents
with very low support, but a few patterns with high support. The low support
patterns can lead to model over-fitting and may weaken the discriminative power
of the model [17].
The second issue is misinterpretation, which means that a highly frequent pattern
(normally a short pattern with large support) is usually a general pattern, but a
specific long pattern with low support. The hard problem is how to accurately
evaluate the weights of patterns to help distinguish the relevance of documents.
As the weights should reflect their relevance, a high weight should be promoted
to a long pattern which usually carries more specific information than a shorter
one. For instance, comparing pattern ”us president” and pattern ”us” the former
is obviously more meaningful than the latter to identify the relevant documents
contained by these patterns. However, the long pattern is sometimes unreliable
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since it covers too few documents. We performed a number of experiments, and
found that the combination of the support of a pattern and its length performs
the best. Given a set of relevant documents 퐷+, the weight of a given pattern 훼
can be calculated as follows:
푤(훼,퐷+) =
∣훼∣
∣훼∣+ 1 × 푆푢푝(훼,퐷
+) (6.1)
where 푆푢푝(훼,퐷+) denotes the (relative)support of 훼 and ∣훼∣ is the number of
terms contained in 훼. According to the above weighting function, the two pieces
of information about each pattern to be combined. The first one is the support
of pattern that reflects the reliability of pattern in the training data while the
second one aims to emphasize the specificity of pattern. The specificity of pattern
is calculated as the normalisation of the length of pattern (i.e., ∣훼∣∣훼∣+1).
Generally, there are two types of patterns, including a set of positive patterns
푅푃+ and a set of negative patterns 푅푃−, used for scoring each incoming docu-
ment in the testing phase. We perform the following steps in the testing phase.
∙ Step 1 : Given each incoming document 푑, the set of closed sequential pat-
terns 푆푃 that occurs at least two paragraphs of the document are extracted.
∙ Step 2 : Given the set of patterns 푆푃 , the following scoring function is
applied to estimate the relevance score with respect to the document.
푟(푑) =
∑
훼푖∈푆푃 푊 (훼푖, 푅푃
+)−∑훼푗∈푆푃 푊 (훼푗, 푅푃−)
∣퐷+∣ (6.2)
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where 푊 (훼푖, 푅푃
+) indicates the weight of pattern 훼푖 obtained from positive
patterns 푅푃+.
The rational behind the above general scoring function is that when there are
many positive patterns that can cover the document, it should be assigned a
high score so that it will appear in the top positions. Conversely, whenever no or
few positive patterns can cover the document, the negative patterns that cover
the document results in a low score assigned to the document so that it will be
suppressed to the bottom positions.
6.2 Extended Pattern Deploying Model
Although patterns have much potential to represent relevant concepts in the
training set of documents, previous experiments do not support their use to
improve significant performance of text mining in comparing with traditional
term-based approaches [24, 87, 98, 112]. The main reason is that many discovered
patterns are too specific to be matched in a document, especially specific long
patterns.
Recently, an effective method for using closed sequential pattern in text, called
pattern deploying method [99], has been successful to overcome the disadvantage
of pattern mining. The main idea of the deploying method is to use closed se-
quential patterns discovered in a training set of documents to accurately evaluate
the supports(weights) of low-level terms based on their distributions in the pat-
terns. This method has been successfully applied in pattern-based approaches to
information filtering [60, 112, 113].
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However, we hypothesize that the quality of discovered knowledge (features)
obtained by the deploying method has been limited. The first reason is that the
data mining method mainly focuses on mining relevant information by ignoring
non-relevant one. We believe that both relevant and non-relevant information
are necessary and useful for precisely describing the user’s interest topic, and
finally make the better performance. The second reason is that the deploying
method uses simple closed sequential patterns which usually include a lot of noisy
information (see theoretical analysis in Chapter 5). Such noise information may
affect the correctness of term weights.
Our objective is to extend the deploying method for using both positive and
negative patterns in the extraction of high-quality features.
6.2.1 Deploying Positive and Negative Patterns
The proposed method of pattern deploying is mapping both positive and negative
patterns into a set of low-level features. Basically, the feature set consists of two
kinds of features: positive features used for describing the user specified relevant
documents and negative features used for reducing the mistaken decision of non-
relevant documents that close to the user interest topic. Figure 6.4 illustrates
the deploying of positive and negative patterns.
According to this figure, the deploying of positive and negative patterns results
in the extraction of low-level features. However, some of these features may
have overlaps between the discovered patterns. Such overlapping features can be
considered to be ambiguous due to their use in non-relevant documents.
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Figure 6.2: Mapping positive and negative patterns
The simplest way to avoid the interference by the extracted noisy features is
to eliminate all the overlapping features. However, this may cause degrading
performance of the system. The first reason is that the number of overlapping
features can be large. According to [83], text categorization and filtering still
have benefits from large vocabulary. The second reason is that these common
features are related in some ways to relevant documents. Thus, they are still
important to be used for describing the relevant documents. The appropriate
way to reduce the effect of extracted noisy features is to bias their weight based
on their distributions in the positive and negative patterns. More specifically,
the overlapping features should be lower weighted than non-overlapping ones.
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6.2.2 The Extended deploying Strategy
Based on analysis in the previous section, we propose the extended deploying
strategy for positive and negative patterns. Assume that a set of positive and
negative patterns have already been mined from relevant documents 퐷+ and non-
relevant documents 퐷− (or non-relevant offenders) respectively. The following
steps describe this deploying.
S1: Identify a common set of positive patterns in each relevant document. Let
푅푖 be a set of common patterns in a relevant document 푑푖 ∈ 퐷+, where
푖 = 1, 2, . . . , ∣퐷+∣.
S2: Extract a set of positive features 푇+ in relevant documents 퐷+ using the
deploying method using Eq.(6.4).
S3: Extract a set of negative features 푇− in non-relevant documents 퐷− in the
same way of positive features.
S4: Normalize the term supports in 푇+ and 푇− obtained in Steps 2 and 3
respectively according to the following equation.
푤푛표푟푚(푡, 푇
푖) =
푤(푡, 푇 푖)√∑
푡푗∈푇 푖 푤(푡, 푇
푖)
(6.3)
where 푤(푡, 푇 푖) denotes the deployed weight of term 푡 in feature set 푇 푖,
푖 ∈ {+,−}.
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S5: Let 푇 = 푇+ ∪ 푇−, The following function is used to update the term
supports (weights).
푤Δ(푡) =
⎧⎨⎩
푤(푡, 푇+) ; 푡 ∈ 푇+ − 푇−
푤(푡, 푇+)− 푤(푡, 푇−) ; 푡 ∈ 푇+ ∩ 푇−
−푤(푡, 푇−) ; 푡 ∈ 푇− − 푇+
(6.4)
for all terms 푡 ∈ 푇+ ∪ 푇−.
The basic idea of weight update is to reduce the weights of common features
in 푇+ and 푇−, which may interfere the correct decision of relevant documents.
We also update the weights of negative features which are typically positive by
altering their weight from positive to negative value.
In order to use the extracted low-level features, we build a document evalua-
tion function for scoring a test document based on its relevance. Given a test
document 푑, the relevance score of the document is calculated by the following
function.
푟(푑) =
∑
푡푖∈푇
푤Δ(푡푖)× 휏(푡푖, 푑) (6.5)
where 푤Δ(푡푖) is the weight of feature 푡푖 and 휏(푡푖, 푑) = 1 if 푡 ∈ 푑; otherwise
휏(푡, 푑) = 0. A high value assigned to the document can imply that the document
is highly relevant.
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6.3 Chapter Summary
This chapter presents two effective models for using the relevant knowledge in-
cluding a set of positive and negative patterns in a feedback set of documents. In
the first model, the mined patterns in the phase of pattern discovery are treated
as a feature space to precisely describe the user specified relevant documents. A
novel pattern evaluation method has also been proposed to determine the pattern
weights for use in the decision of relevance.
The second model with the attempt of addressing the difficulties in using specific
long patterns in text documents has also been proposed. This model deploys the
positive and negative patterns into a weighted vector of low-level terms which
are easily matched in a document. The supports of terms are evaluated based
on their appearance in these patterns.
The attraction of the proposed models of relevance is that these models can
be easily applied to use different kinds of knowledge patterns. This allows to
evaluate the quality of discovered knowledge obtained by using different pattern
mining methods. The evaluation results will be presented in Chapter 7.
Chapter 7
Experiments and Results
This chapter describes experimental evaluations of the proposed framework. Two
main hypotheses have been proposed in this research. These two hypotheses are:
∙ A post-processing method for frequent patterns in text is necessary to im-
prove the quality of extracted features for describing user information needs
or preferences.
∙ The pattern cleaning method is useful for reducing the noise in discovered
patterns from positive feedback documents.
To evaluate the proposed hypotheses, this chapter discusses the testing environ-
ment including the dataset, baseline models, and evaluation methods. For the
first hypothesis, we report the results and the discussions for the following main
points: (1) the proposed approach is significant compared to the baseline models
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based on effectiveness and (2) the effectiveness of using post-mining methods to
reduce noisy patterns from positive feedback documents is significant.
For the second hypothesis, the pattern cleaning method is significant compared to
other post-mining methods in efficiency and effectiveness. We also provide more
results and discussions about different offender identification and the effects of
selecting different subsets of positive and negative patterns on the effectiveness.
Two popular post-mining methods in data mining, including DPMine [17] and
Emerging patterns [22], are employed as baseline models for the purpose of eval-
uation. The main reason is that these data mining methods focus on seeking the
patterns that are relevant to the class of interest (i.e., positive feedback docu-
ments).
In this thesis, a practical task of information filtering (IF) has been conducted to
evaluate the two proposed hypotheses. The TREC-11 Reuter’s corpus is chosen
as our benchmark collection for the experiments. Effectiveness was determined
by both standard information retrieval/filtering measurements and statistical sig-
nificant different measurement, i.e., the paired t-test.
7.1 Experimental Dataset
The most frequently used collection for experiments in text categorization and
filtering area is the Reuters dataset. Over the years, several versions of Reuters
corpora, such as Reuters-21578 [40], OHSUMED [42], and 20 Newsgroups col-
lections [52], has been released. Among the common data collections, Reuters
Corpus Volume 1 (or RCV1 ) [55] has been the most commonly used dataset for
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the experimental evaluation. The RCV1 dataset with roughly 1 GB consists of
about 800,000 documents of Reuters new articles during a 1-year period between
August 20, 1996, and August 19, 1997. Some key statistics of the RCV1 dataset
are shown in Table 7.1.
Statistic Value
The total number of documents 806,791
The total number of paragraphs 9,822,391
The total number of terms 96,969,056
The total number of (distinct) terms 391,523
The average number of unique terms in a document 75.70
The average document length 123.90
Table 7.1: The key statistics of RCV1 data collection [55]
All the documents in the RCV1 dataset are prepared in the XML format with
some meta-data information. A typical XML document in RCV1 dataset is shown
in Figure 7.1.
According to Figure 7.1, each document is identified by a unique item ID and
corresponded with a title in the field marked by the tag < 푡푖푡푙푒 >. The main
content of the document is in a distinct < 푡푒푥푡 > field consisting of one or
several paragraphs. Each paragraph is enclosed by the XML tag < 푝 >. In our
experiment, both the ”title” and ”text” fields are used and each paragraph in
the ”text” field is viewed as a transaction in a document database. Moreover, we
treat the content in the ”title” field in the document as an additional paragraph
(i.e., transaction). As a consequence, each RCV1 document contains at least two
paragraphs, i.e., one for its title and one for its content.
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Figure 7.1: An XML document in RCV1 dataset
The distribution of paragraphs in the RCV1 training documents are shown in
Figure 7.2. As seen in this figure, the documents in RCV1 dataset contain mul-
tiple paragraphs. The majority of the RCV1 documents contain at least three
paragraphs while the large population include between 3 and 23 paragraphs. The
characteristic of multiple paragraphs in RCV1 documents allows frequent pattern
mining to be potentially applied at the level of paragraph.
The RCV1 dataset also contains 100 topics, which cover a wide range of inter-
national topics, including politics, business, sports, and science. Each topic in
the RCV1 dataset contains a reasonable number of documents with relevance
judgement both in the training and testing examples.
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Figure 7.2: The distribution of paragraphs in RCV1 documents
In general, the topics in RCV1 are of two types:
∙ 1) Assessor topics : The first set of 50 topics (R101 to R150) are devel-
oped by humans and researchers of the National Institute of Standard and
Technology (NIST). The relevance judgements have been also made by the
assessor of NIST.
∙ 2) Intersection topics : The second set of 50 topics (R151 to R200) have been
constructed artificially from the intersections of pairs of Reuters categories.
Different from the assessor topics, the relevance judgements have been made
by a machine-learning method, not by human beings.
The 50 assessor topics are typically more realistic and reliable than the intersec-
tion topics [60]. Each RCV1 topic was also divided into two sets: training set
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and test set, where relevance judgements have been proposed for each document
in each topic. Table 7.2 illustrates the statistical information about topic R101
to R150.
As seen in Table 7.2, there are 23 documents in the trainings set of topic 101,
where 7 of them are positive (relevant) documents 퐷+ used for building a user
profile at the training phase. For evaluating phase, there are 577 documents in
the testing set.
We also found that the average number of negative (non-relevant) documents in
the RCV1 topics are three times as much as that number of positive ones (i.e.,
12.78). Furthermore, the majority of testing documents has been dominated
by negative ones. Obviously, the characteristic of the real-world topics are the
highly imbalanced datasets, which may hinder data analysis [88]. Further details
regarding the RCV1 dataset can be found in [55].
In the experiments, we use RCV1 and the 50 assessor topics (from topics 101
to 150) to evaluate the proposed system because the TREC topics are realistic
and reliable. Furthermore, according to the experiments in [13], a stable and
sufficient evaluation for a retrieval system should be taken into account of at
least 50 different topics or queries.
7.2 Performance Measures
To evaluate the proposed system, several standard precision/recall measurements
in IR are used [8]. The precision is the fraction of retrieved documents that are
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Topic ID
Training Set Test Set
∣퐷∣ ∣퐷+∣ ∣퐷−∣ ∣퐷∣ ∣퐷+∣ ∣퐷−∣
101 23 7 16 577 307 270
102 199 135 64 308 159 149
103 64 14 50 528 61 467
104 194 120 74 279 94 185
105 37 16 21 258 50 208
106 44 4 40 321 31 290
107 61 3 58 571 37 534
108 53 3 50 386 15 371
109 40 20 20 240 74 166
110 91 5 86 491 31 460
111 52 3 49 451 15 436
112 57 6 51 481 20 461
113 68 12 56 552 70 482
114 25 5 20 361 62 299
115 46 3 43 357 63 294
116 46 16 30 298 87 211
117 13 3 10 297 32 265
118 32 3 29 293 14 279
119 26 4 22 271 40 231
120 54 9 45 415 158 257
121 81 14 67 597 84 513
122 70 15 55 393 51 342
123 51 3 48 342 17 325
124 33 6 27 250 33 217
125 36 12 24 544 132 412
126 29 19 10 270 172 98
127 32 5 27 238 42 196
128 51 4 47 276 33 243
129 72 17 55 507 57 450
130 24 3 21 307 16 291
131 31 4 27 252 74 178
132 103 7 96 446 22 424
133 47 5 42 380 28 352
134 31 5 26 351 67 284
135 29 14 15 501 337 164
136 46 8 38 452 67 385
137 50 3 47 325 9 316
138 98 7 91 328 44 284
139 21 3 18 253 17 236
140 759 11 48 432 67 365
141 56 24 32 379 82 297
142 28 4 24 198 24 174
143 52 4 48 417 23 394
144 50 6 44 380 55 325
145 95 5 90 488 27 461
146 32 13 19 280 111 169
147 62 6 56 380 34 346
148 33 12 21 380 228 152
149 726 5 21 449 57 392
150 51 4 47 371 54 317
AVG 54.08 12.78 41.30 378.02 69.68 308.34
Table 7.2: Statistic Information about the RCV1 assessor topics
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Human judgement
YES NO
System judgement
YES TP (True Positive) FP (False Positive)
NO FN (False Negative) TN (True Negative)
Table 7.3: Contingency table
relevant to a given topic and the recall is the fraction of relevant documents that
have been retrieved by the retrieval system.
Since the problem can be viewed as a binary classification problem (positive/neg-
ative classes), the precision/recall can be defined within a contingency table as
shown in Table 7.3. According to this table, the precision (푃 ) and recall (푅) are
defined as the following formulas:
푃 =
푇푃
푇푃 + 퐹푃
,푅 =
푇푃
푇푃 + 퐹푁
(7.1)
where 푇푃 is denoted as the number of documents the system correctly identifies
as positives; 퐹푃 denotes the number of documents the system falsely identifies
as positives; and 퐹푁 is the number of relevant documents the system fails to
identify.
By using the above definitions, the following list is effectiveness measures used
for experimental evaluation.
∙ Top−푘 precision: The precision of first 퐾 retrieved documents (푡표푝− 푘)
is adopted for this experiment since most users expect to see what they are
looking for on the first few retrieved documents. The value of 퐾 we use in
this experiments is 20.
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∙ Break even Point (푏/푝): this measure indicates the point where the value
of precision equals to the value of recall for a topic. The higher the figure
of 푏/푝, the more effective the system is.
∙ F-beta (퐹훽): this measure basically combines precision and recall to assess
the effect involving them. The 퐹훽 measure can be defined by the following
equation:
퐹훽 =
(훽2 + 1)× 푃 ×푅
훽2 × 푃 +푅 (7.2)
where 훽 is parameter giving weights of precision and recall and can be
viewed as the retrieve degree of importance attributed to precision and
recall. A value 훽 = 1 is adopted in our study, which mean that it attributes
equal importance to precision and recall. Therefore, 퐹 훽 is denoted by:
퐹1 =
2 ∗ 푃 ∗푅
푃 +푅
∙ Mean Average Precision (MAP): this measure is calculated by mea-
suring the precision at each relevant document first, and then averaging the
precision over all the topics. It combines precision, relevance ranking and
overall recall together to measure the quality of the retrieval engines.
∙ Interpolated Average Precision (IAP): this metric is used to com-
pare the performance of different systems by averaging the precisions at
11 standard recall levels (recall = 0.0, 0.1, . . . , 1.0). The 11-points measure
indicates the first value of the 11 points where recall equals zero.
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A statistical analysis method is also used to analyse the experimental results.
Statistical data analysis allows us to use mathematical principles to decide the
likelihood that our sample results match our hypothesis about a population. In
statistical hypothesis testing, a 푝−value (probability value) is used to decide
whether there is enough evidence to reject the null hypothesis and that the re-
search hypothesis is supported by the data.
The 푝−value is a numerical statement of how likely it is that we could have
obtained our sample data even if the null hypothesis is true. By convention, if
the 푝−value is less than 0.05(푝 < 0.05), we conclude that the null hypothesis can
be rejected. In other words, when 푝 < 0.05 we say that the results are statistically
significant.
The 푡−test is probably the most commonly-used statistical data analysis pro-
cedure for hypothesis testing. There are several kinds of 푡−tests, but the most
common is the ”two-sample t-test” also known as the ”Student’s t-test”. The
two-sample t-test assesses whether the mean values of the two groups are statis-
tically different from each other on some measures.
The paired two-tailed t-test is used in this thesis. If 퐷퐼퐹 represents the difference
between the two observations, the hypothesis are: 퐻0 : 퐷퐼퐹 = 0 (the difference
between the two observation is 0); 퐻푎 : 퐷퐼퐹 ∕= 0 (the difference are not 0). The
test statistic is 푡 with 푁 − 1 degrees of freedom (푑푓), where 푁 is the sample size
of group. If the 푝−value associated with 푡 is low (< 0.05), there is evidence to
reject the null hypothesis. Thus, there is evidence that the difference in means
across the paired observations is significant.
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7.3 Evaluation Procedure
In order to evaluate the proposed framework, the task of information filtering
(IF) is applied. As mentioned in Chapter2, IF system is a system that monitors
a steam of incoming documents, aiming to filter out non-relevant documents
according to profiles of user’s interests. The objective of this experiments is
to construct effective profile models of users to enhance the effectiveness of IF
system.
The evaluation process is illustrated in Figure 7.3. This procedure starts by
assuming that each assessor topic in the RCV1 dataset is a feedback collection of
documents given by each user. As shown in Table 7.2, an RCV1 topic consists of
two sets of documents used for training and testing purposes. Thus, the system
uses all of the documents in these two sets for the phases of training and testing.
In the following subsections, we explain more details about the subsequent pro-
cesses in the evaluation procedure.
7.3.1 Document Preprocessing and Transformation
Once a training set of feedback documents is provided, each document in the
training data is pre-processed. Since RCV1 documents are in XML format, there
are many fields enclosed by tags including< 푡푖푡푙푒 >, < ℎ푒푎푑푙푖푛푒 >, < 푑푎푡푒푙푖푛푒 >,
< 푡푒푥푡 >, < 푐표푝푦푟푖푔ℎ푡 >, and < 푚푒푡푎푑푎푡푎 >. In this experiment, only the
fields < 푡푖푡푙푒 > and < 푡푒푥푡 > are chosen to represent the content of document;
otherwise it is discarded.
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Figure 7.3: The evaluation procedure
The next step of document pre-processing is to apply stopword removal and
word steaming for reducing noise in a document. Stopwords can be defined
as functional words, which helps construct sentences (i.e., articles, prepositions,
and conjunctions), or non-informative words (i.e., the words frequently occurring
in all English documents). All the stopwords are removed from the document
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according to a given stopword list. The stopword list used in this experiment is
illustrated in Appendix ??. The word stemming offers reducing inflected words to
their stem or root form in order to reduce the problem of a variety of word forms.
In this experiment, the popular word steaming algorithm Porter algorithm [94],
is used in this experiment to transform words into its root form.
Once documents were pre-processed, the number of words in the documents
can be still quite large. For the purpose of dimension reduction, TF-IDF term
weighting scheme (see Chapter 2) is applied to identify the most 푘−informative
words for document representation. In this experiment, we set 푘 = 4, 000 for
each assessor topic.
Finally, each processed document is transformed into several paragraphs, where
each paragraph contains a sequence of stemmed words as an individual transac-
tion. Figure 7.4 illustrates the process of document preprocessing.
Figure 7.4: Document preprocessing
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7.3.2 Procedure of Pattern Discovery
The result of document preprocessing and transformation is a set of stemmed
word sequences in the training documents. The next step is to apply data min-
ing algorithms to extract frequent patterns in the sequence database. As pro-
posed in Chapter 4, PTMining algorithm can be applied to discover frequent
(closed)sequential patterns in this database.
Like conventional pattern mining algorithms, PTMining requires users to set a
minimum support threshold (푚푖푛 푠푢푝) for removing insignificant patterns and
noisy patterns accidentally formed. The output of PTMining is a profile of ex-
tracted (closed)sequential patterns and their relation in the training dataset.
7.3.3 Procedure of relevant pattern extraction
The result of discovered closed sequential patterns obtained by PTMining are
passed to the subsequent process to extract relevant patterns and to eliminate
noisy ones to improve the effectiveness of pattern mining.
For this purpose, the proposed method of pattern cleaning (PCM) proposed
in Chapter 5 is applied in our proposed approach. This method requires both
positive and negative patterns discovered from a set of relevant documents and
some non-relevant documents (or offender) respectively for extracting groups of
patterns which consists of relevant patterns and both weak patterns to describe
the relevant knowledge in a class (topic) of user’s interest.
As mentioned in the previous sections, the discovery of relevant patterns has
strong connection to discriminative pattern mining in data mining community.
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Thus, existing algorithms for finding discriminative patterns can be adopted to
extract the relevant patterns for describing the user’s interest topic. For this
purpose, we compare the quality of relevant patterns obtained by PCM to the
relevant patterns obtained by two-phases algorithms for discriminative pattern
mining, including DPMine [17] and emerging pattern mining [22] for the effec-
tiveness of information filtering.
7.3.4 Document Evaluation
The task of information filtering is to acquire profiles of user interests used for
filtering out the documents that are non-relevant to the user’s interest.
Once the process of finding relevant patterns were applied, a document evaluation
model is built using the extracted relevant patterns. Two relevance ranking
models proposed in Chapter 6 can be applied for the use of relevant patterns in
the testing phase.
The first model (i.e., weighted pattern model) treats patterns as a feature space
for describing the user specified relevant documents. The second model (i.e.,
extended deploying model) deploys the relevant patterns into a weighted vector
of low-level terms with the attempt to address the difficulties of using specific
long patterns in text.
7.3.5 Testing and Evaluation
For the testing phase, each document in a test set is evaluated by estimating
the relevance score of the test document using the document evaluation function
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obtained in the training phase. All of the documents in the test set are ranked
according to their relevance score.
The system’s performance is determined by using several effectiveness measures
including top−푘 precision, 퐹푏푒푡푎=1, MAP, 푏/푝, and IAP. After evaluation, the sys-
tem assesses the next topic if required. Finally, the 푡−test statistical significance
is also used for evaluating the difference between two systems on the assessor
topics.
7.4 Baseline Models and Settings
Several approaches to IF are chosen and developed as the baseline approaches
compared with our proposed approach. Basically, these approaches can be grouped
into two major approaches (1) data mining-based and (2) term-based approaches.
The first approach includes pure data mining-based methods for information fil-
tering. We also group these methods into two main categories. The fist category
consists of existing IF methods that use closed sequential patterns, including
including PTM [98], PDS [99], and IPE [112]. For the second category, we imple-
mented discriminative pattern-based IF models using DPMine [17] and emerging
pattern mining [22].
The second approach includes the popular term-based IR methods, including
Rocchio [46], BM25 [75], and ranked-based SVM [112].
7.4.1 Data Mining-based Methods
This section describes the details of the data mining-based methods.
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Methods Relevant Features Algorithms
PTM Weighted Closed Seq. Ptrns. [98]
PDS Terms with Deployed Weights [99]
IPE Terms with Deployed Weights [112]
DPMine Discriminative Patterns MMRFS [17]
EPMine Emerging Patterns [22]
Rocchio Low-level Terms Eq.(7.8)
BM25 Low-level Terms Eq.(7.9)
Ranked-based SVM Low-level Terms Eq.(7.10)
Table 7.4: The list of method used for evaluation
∙ PTM [98]: This method uses closed sequential patterns discovered in a set
of relevant documents to represent the concept of user interest topic in the
training set. To utilise the discovered closed patterns, weights are assigned
to each pattern 푝 based on its appearance in a training set of relevant and
non-relevant documents as the following equation.
푤(푝) =
∣{푑푖∣푑푖 ∈ 퐷+, 푝 ∈ 푑푖}∣
∣{푑푗∣푑푗 ∈ 퐷, 푝 ∈ 푑푗}∣ (7.3)
where 푑푖 and 푑푗 are training documents in a training set of documents 퐷.
Given a test document, the weighted patterns are used to estimate the
relevance of the document based on the total weight of discovered patterns
contained in the document.
∙ PDS [99]: The data mining method for using frequent patterns in text
was proposed. This method focuses on addressing the difficulties of using
specific long patterns in text by using patterns to weight accurately low-
level terms based on their distributions in the patterns. Given a term
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푡 ∈ 퐷+, the support of term 푡 can be computed as the following function.
푤(푡) =
∣퐷+∣∑
푖=1
∑
푡∈푝⊆푆푃푖
푆푢푝푎(푝, 푑푖)
∣푝∣ (7.4)
where 푆푃푖 denotes a set of closed sequential patterns in document 푑푖 and
∣푝∣ indicates the length of pattern 푝. The extracted low-level terms are used
to score a test document based on the total weight of the terms contained
in the document.
∙ IPE [112]: The data mining method was proposed to refine the quality
of discovered knowledge (features) obtained by closed sequential pattern
mining. The main idea of IPE is to make use of mining non-relevant in-
formation (features) from some negative documents in the training dataset
to remove or update the (deployed) relevant patterns extracted by the de-
ploying method [99].
For all the above data mining methods, we set the minimum support threshold
(푚푖푛 푠푢푝) to 0.20 (20% of the number of paragraphs in a document) since this
value was recommended by these studies.
The rest of this section is dedicated for the the methods of mining discriminative
patterns used for evaluation.
∙ EPMine [23]: This methods discovers discriminative patterns called emerg-
ing patterns, in a training set of examples. Coupled with the growth rate
(GR) measure, an emerging pattern is defined as a frequent pattern whose
the GR support is no less than a minimum threshold 휌, where 휌 ≥ 1. In this
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context, the GR is defined as the ration of the pattern’s (relative)support
in the classes of relevant documents 퐷+ and non-relevant documents 퐷−.
Based on the above definition, the GR of a given pattern 훼 can be calculated
as follows:
퐺푅(훼) =
∣{푑푖∣푑푖 ∈ 퐷+, 훼 ⊆ 푑푖}∣
∣{푑푗∣푑푗 ∈ 퐷−, 훼 ⊆ 푑푗}∣ (7.5)
where 푑푖 and 푑푗 denote two documents in the training set 퐷 = 퐷
+ ∪
퐷−. The discovery of emerging patterns have been shown to be useful
for classification since it contains informative patterns which contrast two
classes.
∙ DPMine [17]: This method focuses on finding highly relevant patterns in
a class of interest with very low redundancy. It uses a sequential covering
algorithm called MMRFS with information gain (IG) or Fisher score as a
measure of relevance of a pattern. For each iteration, this algorithm selects
the pattern with the highest score estimated by a gain function 푔. Given a
set of already selected patterns Ψ, the gain of a given pattern 훼 is
푔(훼) = 푅푒푙(훼, 푐)−max
훽∈Ψ
푅푒푑(훼, 훽) (7.6)
where 푅푒푙(훼, 푐) denotes the relevance of 훼 w.r.t. the class of interest 푐 and
푅푒푑(훼, 훽) means the redundancy between two patterns 훼 and 훽. Based on
the definition of gain function, 훼 is selected if it is highly relevant to the
class 푐 and contains very low redundancy with the already selected patterns
훽 ∈ Ψ.
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In this experiment, 푅푒푙 is modelled by IG measure (see Chapter 2) since
it has been successfully applied to text categorization [83, 107]. Given a
training set 퐷 = 퐷+ ∪ 퐷−, the redundancy of two patterns 훼 and 훽 is
measured by a variant of Jaccard measure [17] as follows:
푅푒푑(훼, 훽) = 푐표푣푒푟(훼,훽)
푐표푣푒푟(훼)+푐표푣푒푟(훽)−푐표푣푒푟(훼,훽) ×푚푖푛(푅푒푙(훼), 푅푒푙(훽)) (7.7)
where 푐표푣푒푟(훼, 훽) = {푑∣푑 ∈ 퐷,훼 ⊆ 푑 ⇒ 훽 ⊆ 푑} and 푅푒푙(훼) denotes the
relevance of 훼.
The advantage of DPMine is that the number of selected features is auto-
matically determined by the coverage constraint 훿. This parameter is set
to ensure that each training instance (e.g., document) is covered at least 훿
times by the selected features.
7.4.2 Term-based approaches
The second category of our baseline methods includes the popular term-based
methods for relevance feedback:
∙ Rocchio [46]: This method generates a Centroid for representing user
profiles by extracting terms from positive documents and performing to
revise weights of the terms with negative documents. The centroid 푐⃗ of a
topic can be generated as follows:
푐⃗ = 훼
1
∣퐷+∣
∑
−→
푑 ∈퐷+
−→
푑
∣∣−→푑 ∣∣
− 훽 1∣퐷−∣
∑
−→
푑 ∈퐷−
−→
푑
∣∣−→푑 ∣∣
(7.8)
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where ∣∣−→푑 ∣∣ be normalized vector for document 푑. 훼 and 훽 be a con-
trol parameter for the effect of relevant and non-relevant data respectively.
According to [14, 46], there are two recommendations for setting the two
parameters: 훼 = 16 and 훽 = 4; and 훼 = 훽 = 1.0. We have tested both
accommodations on assessor topics and found the latter recommendation
was the best one. Therefore, we let 훼 = 훽 = 1.0.
∙ BM25 [75] is one of state-of-the-art term-based models. The term weights
are estimated using the following probabilistic model-based equation:
푊 (푡) =
푡푓 ⋅ (푘1 + 1)
푘1 ⋅ ((1− 푏) + 푏 퐷퐿AVDL) + 푡푓
⋅ log
(푟+0.5)
(푛−푟+0.5)
(푅−푟+0.5)
(푁−푛−푅+푟+0.5)
(7.9)
where 푁 is the total number of documents in the training set; 푅 is the
number of positive documents in the training set; 푛 is the number of doc-
uments which contain term 푡; 푟 is the number of positive documents which
contain term 푡; 푡푓 is the term frequency; 퐷퐿 and AVDL are the document
length and average document length, respectively; and 푘1 and 푏 are the
experimental parameters, where the recommended values of 푘1 and 푏 for
this data collection are 1.2 and 0.75, respectively [112].
∙ Ranked-based Support Vector Machine (SVM): The linear SVM has
been demonstrated useful for text classification and filtering [83]. Thus, we
compare it with other baseline approaches. However, most existing SVMs
were developed for binary decision rather than ranking documents. We
choose the linear SVM modified for ranking documents in [112]. This SVM
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only uses term-based features extracted from a set of training documents.
We describe the details as following:
There are two classes: 푦푖 ∈ {−1, 1} where +1 is assigned to a document
if it is relevant; otherwise it is assigned with −1 and there are 푁 labelled
training examples: (푑푖, 푦푖), . . . , (푑푁 , 푦푁), 푑푖 ∈ ℝ푛 where 푛 is the dimension-
ality of the vector. Given a function ℎ(푑) =< 푤 ⋅ 푑 > +푏 where 푏 is the
bias, ℎ(푑) = +1 if < 푤.푑 > +푏 ≥ 0; otherwise ℎ(푑) = −1, and < 푤 ⋅ 푑 >
is the dot product of an optimal weight vector 푤 and the document vector
푑. To find the optimal weight vector 푤 for the training set, we perform
the following function: 푤 =
∑푁
푖=1 푦푖훼푖푑푖 subject to
푙∑
푖=1
훼푖푦푖 = 0 and 훼푖 ≥ 0,
where 훼푖 is the weight of the sample 푑푖. For the purpose of ranking, 푏 can
be ignored and all training documents are important equally. We hence
assign the same 훼푖 value (i.e., 1) to each positive document first, and then
determine the same 훼푖 (i.e., 훼
′) value to each negative document. Thus,
the optimal weight vector 푤 can be determined as following function:
푤 =
( ∑
푑푖∈퐷+
푑푖
)
+
( ∑
푑푗∈퐷−
푑푗훼
′
)
(7.10)
In order to score a matching document 푑, the ranking function 푆(푑) = 푑 ⋅푤
is performed. A high positive value assigned to the document 푑 can imply
that the document tends to be highly relevant.
For each RCV1 assessor topic, we choose top-150 terms in a set of relevant doc-
uments, based on 푇퐹 − 퐼퐷퐹 values for all the term-based models.
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7.5 Parameter Setting
PCMine needs two parameters as input: (1) the minimum support threshold
푚푖푛 푠푢푝 and (2) the number of 푘 offenders from non-relevant documents. The
푚푖푛 푠푢푝 parameter was given as main input. The parameter 푘 was tuned for the
RCV1 assessor datasets.
Beside the main parameter 푚푖푛 푠푢푝, EPMine and DPMine are also dependent
on the specific parameters: the growth rate threshold 휌 and the sequential cover-
age threshold 훿 respectively. Unfortunately, both DPMine and EPMine do not
provide any guideline to set the parameters. Thus, we need to empirically find
the best values for these constraints.
To find the best value for 푚푖푛 푠푢푝, we run PTMine algorithm to discover (closed)
sequential patterns for each RCV1 dataset. Without pattern cleaning, weights
were computed and attached to each (closed)pattern based on Eq.(6.1) for use
in the testing phase Figure 7.3 illustrates the MAP performance associated with
different minimum support values. As seen in this figure, the best MAP perfor-
mance of both closed sequential pattern and sequential pattern models is achieved
at the minimum support 0.02 (2% of number of transactions contained in a doc-
ument database), where the model with closed sequential patterns perform over
the model with sequential ones though all the threshold values. Increasing the
threshold values results in degrading the MAP performance. Figure 7.7 illustrates
the numbers of (closed)sequential patterns discovered corresponding to different
the minimum support values. According to Figure 7.7, the discovery of closed
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Figure 7.5: The MAP performance on the 50 assessor topics w.r.t. different
푚푖푛 푠푢푝 values
Figure 7.6: The comparison number of closed sequential and sequential pat-
terns w.r.t. different 푚푖푛 푠푢푝
sequential patterns largely reduce the number of sequential patterns in the train-
ing datasets, especially at very low support. The results highlight the clear merit
of mining closed sequential patterns in text since some noisy patterns and redun-
dant patterns are removed. Based on these results, we fixed 푚푖푛 푠푢푝 = 0.02 for
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parameter evaluation.
Here, we examine the specific parameter in PCMine algorithm which is the
top−푘 offenders. We can expect that a high value 푘 may result in retrieval of
non-relevant documents which are not interesting and may increase noise to the
learning model. On the other hand, a small value may miss useful non-relevant
information used for identifying ambiguous patterns and describing the user’s
interest topic. Figure 7.8 illustrates the comparison performance of varying the
푘 parameter according to the number of relevant documents given in the training
set.
Figure 7.7: The MAP performance with different 푘 offenders at 푚푖푛 푠푢푝 =
0.02
According to this figure, the best MAP performance of PCMine is achieved
when the number of 푘 offenders equals the number of relevant documents in the
training dataset (푘 = ∣퐷+∣). In contrast, increasing or decreasing the number of
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푘 offenders tends to degrade the MAP score. For example, when considering all
non-relevant documents as the offenders (푘 = ∣퐷−∣), the lowest performance is
made comparing with the other values. As seen in Figure 7.8, D-PCMine also
reaches the peak performance using the number of offenders which equals to the
number of relevant documents. Thus, we fixed 푘 = ∣퐷+∣.
By fixed 푚푖푛 푠푢푝 = 0.02, we tried to pick the best values for parameters 훿 and 휌
in DPMine and EPMine respectively. We apply these methods to select closed
sequential patterns highly relevant to the topic of user’s interest. Then, we use
their result-set of relevant patterns to construct profile models in the same way
as PCMine. Finally, we found that DPMine performs the best performance on
the MAP score in the RCV1 datasets by setting 훿 = 20. On the other hand, we
set 휌 = 3.0 for EPMine with the same reason.
7.6 Experiments
We conducted three experiments using the RCV1 dataset. The purpose of the
first experiment is to confirm the intuitiveness of the relevant patterns obtained
by PCMine. The second experiment is aimed to demonstrate the usefulness of
relevant patterns to improve the effectiveness of information filtering. In the
last one, we demonstrate the computation performance of PTMine for mining
relevant patterns on the search space of (closed)sequential patterns.
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7.6.1 Evaluation of relevant patterns
In this section, we compare the effectiveness of relevant patterns obtained by our
proposed method, PCMine, with the two baseline methods, including DPMine
and EPMine.
To make a comparison among these methods, we first get all closed sequential
patterns for each RCV1 topic using PTMining. Then, we apply these methods
to extract those patterns relevant to the class of user’s interest (i.e., 퐷+). We set
the coverage parameter 훿 = 20 for DPMine and the growth rate threshold 휌 = 3.0
for EPMine to select relevant patterns. This parameter setting has been found to
result in these methods performed their best in this data collection (see Section
7.5). Finally, filtering models were built using the relevant patterns obtained
by these methods. Table 7.6 compares the effectiveness of the two baselines to
the proposed PCMine method. As seen in this table, PCMine is always more
Method top-20 MAP 푏/푝 퐹훽=1 #Ptrns. topic
PCMine 0.451 0.382 0.381 0.400 168.88
DPMine 0.445 0.378 0.377 0.393 97.78
EPMine 0.443 0.375 0.371 0.388 154.88
PTMining (Cls. Seq. Ptrns) 0.355 0.312 0.31 0.341 585.88
Table 7.5: Comparison of relevant patterns by PCMine against the other
baselines on the first 50 RCV1 topics
effective than any of the two baselines with the effectiveness measures. Compared
to PTMining which uses solely closed sequential patterns, both DPMine and
EPMine achieve significantly better performance on all the metrics with fewer
patterns (i.e., 98.78 patterns by DPMine and 154.88 patterns by EPMine). This
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result highlights the importance of selecting patterns highly relevant to the class
of interest.
Compared to EPMine which uses the top closed patterns with a growth rate
threshold, DPMine achieves better performance on all the metrics. This can be
described by the reason that the quality of relevant patterns obtained by EPMine
rely on how a good value for the threshold is obtained, which is not obvious. In
contrast to EPMine, the top closed patterns by DPMine is less sensitive to diverse
characteristics of the RCV1 datasets and is easier for human users to specify.
Compared to the baselines, PCMine is the best performing method for discov-
ering relevant patterns. There are two likely reasons for the improvements. The
first reason is that the baselines mainly focus on selecting the most relevant pat-
terns with a measure of relevance of a pattern. As a result, moderately relevant
patterns may be easily missed with inappropriate threshold value. In contrast to
the baselines, PCMine have benefits from large informative patterns by carefully
eliminating ambiguous ones. The second reason is the robustness. The relevant
patterns obtained by the baselines are solely selected from a large pool of positive
patterns in relevant documents. However, in many cases the number of relevant
documents is rare and may be hardly representative of all relevant documents in
the discussion topic due to expensive human labelling. These topics are known
as bias [103]. As a consequence, the quality of relevant features extracted from
the limited number of relevant documents will easily get hurt. Conversely, the
relevant features obtained by PCMine are selected from both positive and neg-
ative patterns, leading to the robustness. Table 7.6 illustrates the precisions of
the top-20 obtained by PCMine and the baselines on the first 10 RCV1 topics.
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Topic ∣퐷+∣ ∣퐷−∣ PTMining DPMine PCMine EPMine
101 7 16 0.700 0.700 0.800 0.650
102 135 64 0.950 0.900 0.950 1.000
103 14 50 0.800 0.800 0.810 0.600
104 120 74 0.950 1.00 0.950 0.950
105 16 21 0.648 0.70 0.650 0.650
106 4 40 0.100 0.100 0.150 0.200
107 3 58 0.200 0.270 0.300 0.250
108 3 50 0.250 0.250 0.300 0.150
109 20 20 0.200 0.300 0.250 0.250
110 5 86 0.150 0.410 0.450 0.400
AVG 32.70 47.90 0.498 0.543 0.561 0.510
Table 7.6: Comparison PCM with data mining-based methods on precision
of top 20 returned documents on 10 RCV1 topics
According to Table 7.7, the numbers of relevant documents and non-relevant doc-
uments in each topic are diverse. For example, topic 101 contains sever relevant
documents out of twenty-three documents while topic 102 with 135 relevant doc-
uments out of 199 documents. As seen in this table, the performance of PCMine
is more robust compared to the baselines especially in the topics with a few rel-
evant documents such as topic 103, 107, 108, and 110). The improvement of
PCMine is consistent and stable as shown in Figure 7.8.
7.6.2 Usefulness of relevant patterns
In the second experiment, we explore the usefulness of relevant patterns to im-
prove the filtering performance. We focus on comparing its performance to that
of existing approaches. We first compare our proposed approach to data mining-
based methods that use closed sequential patterns. Then, we compare it to
state-of-the-art term-based methods.
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Figure 7.8: The Precision-Recall Curve
7.6.2.1 Comparing against other patterns
According to the last section, we make use of the discovery of discriminative
patterns using DPMine and EPMine. Then, we show that relevant patterns
obtained by these methods could improve the significant performance comparing
with closed sequential patterns.
To make a comprehensive evaluation, we implement two variants of pattern de-
ployment that use the discriminative patterns for constructing low-level features
to improve the filtering performance. The first baseline, denoted D-DPMine,
is built by using the relevant patterns obtained by DPMine in training docu-
ments to evaluate the weights of low-level terms based on the pattern deploying
approach (see Section 6.2.1) instead of closed sequential patterns. The second
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baseline, denoted D-EPMine, also performs the construction of low-level fea-
tures using the relevant patterns obtained by EPMine. Finally, the constructed
(low-level)features are used to score test documents in the testing phase. Table
7.8 compares the performance of all the data mining-based baselines on the 50
assessor topics.
Method #Feature per topic top-20 MAP 푏/푝 퐹훽=1
D-PCMine 174.82(L) 0.549 0.484 0.469 0.466
D-DPMine 46.04(L) 0.492 0.453 0.432 0.445
PDS [99] 152.78(L) 0.496 0.444 0.430 0.439
IPE [112] 100.02(L) 0.493 0.444 0.430 0.429
D-EPMine 89.02(L) 0.483 0.440 0.429 0.432
PCMine 168.88(H) 0.451 0.382 0.381 0.400
DPMine 20.00(H) 0.445 0.378 0.377 0.393
EPMine 98.44(H) 0.443 0.375 0.371 0.388
PTM [98] 99.16(H) 0.406 0.364 0.353 0.390
Table 7.7: Comparison of all data mining-based methods of the first 50
topics, where (L) means low-level terms and (H) means high-level patterns
According to this table, we can see that the proposed PCMine and D-PCMine
methods are always more effective than the baselines across the metrics. The
largest improvements are observed for top-20 and MAP. The results support
the superiority of our proposed approach for constructing (low-level)features to
improve the filtering performance.
The main observation from Table 7.8 is that most of the methods that make
use of the discovery of relevant patterns outperform the ones that use closed se-
quential patterns (i.e., PTM, PDS, and IPE). Compared to PTM, both EPMine
and DPMine achieve better overall performance with fewer patterns. This result
highlights the positive effects of discriminative pattern mining for representing
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relevant concepts in the user’s interest topic. However, the encouraging perfor-
mance of PCMine is caused by the selection of positive patterns and negative
patterns.
Another interesting point that we found in this table is that all the models
that use features constructed by pattern deployment perform much better than
the ones that treat patterns as atomic features. This can be explained by the
problem of specific long patterns with low frequency. In addition, Table 7.8
clearly demonstrates the effective use of patterns for both term weighting and
term selection.
Let us compare the performance of the models that use low-level features con-
structed by pattern deploying. We first could not find a significant difference
between PDS which uses features created by purely positive patterns and IPE
which makes use of mining non-relevant information to review the weights of
positive features. Compared to PDS and IPE, D-DPMine which uses features
constructed from discriminative patterns perform better overall performance. In
contrast to D-DPMine, D-EPMine perform the lowest performance. The likely
reason is the difficulties in finding the right threshold of 휌 to prune noisy patterns
in number enough to avoid the overfitting effect. Compared to D-DPMine and
D-EPMine, the significant improvement of D-PCMine is always consistent and
stable. The first reason is that both D-DPMine and D-EPMine cannot deal with
noisy features constructed from patterns including some general terms. Such fea-
tures increase the mistaken retrieval of non-relevant documents. In D-PCMine,
we deal with this issue by suppressing their weight based on their appearance
in weak negative patterns. Furthermore, we use negative features to reduce the
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mistaken retrieval of non-relevant documents that close to the user search in-
tent. The second reason is that discriminative pattern mining focuses on finding
highly relevant patterns in the class of interest using a threshold, which may eas-
ily miss many moderately relevant patterns not satisfying the threshold. Figure
7.9 and 7.10 clearly demonstrate the encouraging performance of PCMine and
D-PCMine comparing with the baselines on the plotting of precision-recall.
Figure 7.9: The Precision-Recall curve of D-PCMine and PCMine against
the baselines that use closed sequential patterns
7.6.2.2 Comparing against Classical IR Models
In this section, we compare the performance of D-PCMine to state-of-the-art
term-based IR methods, including Rocchio, BM25, and SVM. As shown in Table
7.9, the substantially improvements are made on D-PCMine compared to all
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Figure 7.10: The Precision-Recall curve of D-PCMine against EPMine and
DPMine
the term-based methods. The results demonstrate that extracting terms from
frequent patterns which carry semantic relations among terms is much more
effective than the ones extracted from raw documents since they are frequent
and occur in specific contexts of these documents (i.e., sentences and paragraphs).
The results also illustrate the effective use of patterns to improve the correctness
of term weights without the assumption of term independence.
The plotting of precision-recall curve for D-PCMine and all the term-based meth-
ods on the assessor topics is illustrated in Figure 7.11.
Table 7.11 and 7.12 illustrates the t-test statistics of PCMine and D-PCMine
respectively comparing with all the baseline models. This result confirm that
their best improvement are statistically significant.
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Table 7.8: Comparing the performance of PCM against state-of-the-art IR
methods where %푐ℎ푔 means the percentage change over the best term-based
model
Methods top-20 MAP b/p 퐹훽=1
D-PCMine 0.549 0.484 0.469 0.466
Rocchio 0.490 0.440 0.411 0.435
BM25 0.469 0.418 0.420 0.387
SVM 0.447 0.408 0.409 0.421
%푐ℎ푔 +12.04% +10.00% +14.11% +7.12%
Figure 7.11: The Precision-Recall Curve D-PCMine and PCMine against
term-based approaches
7.6.3 Computation Efficiency Evaluation
In this section, we investigate the computational performance of 푃푇푀푖푛푒 al-
gorithm for mining relevant patterns. Since the proposed 푃푇푀푖푛푒 algorithm
has been extended from 푆푃푀푖푛푒 algorithm proposed in [98], we compare the
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Table 7.9: 푝−values for the baseline methods comparing with PCMine in
the assessor topics
Model top-20 MAP b/p 퐹훽=1
DPMine 0.0012 0.0001 0.0065 0.0018
EPMine 0.0030 0.0026 0.0034 0.0006
PTM 0.0001 0.0005 0.0001 0.0002
Table 7.10: 푝−values for the baseline methods comparing with D-PCMine
in the assessor topics
Model top-20 MAP b/p 퐹훽=1
D-DPMine 0.0107 0.0002 0.0125 0.0001
D-EPMine 0.00242 0.0006 0.0132 0.0006
IPE 0.0272 0.0017 0.0065 0.0184
PDS 0.0215 0.0004 0.0249 0.0002
Rocchio 0.0048 0.0013 0.0264 0.0003
BM25 0.0002 7.140E-5 0.007 6.853E-5
SVM 0.0001 5.575E-9 0.0002 4.196E-8
performance of 푃푇푀푖푛푒 and 푆푃푀푖푛푒 for mining relevant patterns by varying
the minimum support threshold.
We run the experiments on all the assessor topics with 2,704 training documents
(50,985 paragraphs in total). The reported running times are measured on a
DELL machine with an Intel Core 2 Duo 3.0 GHz CPU and 3.21 GB of RAM.
We vary 푚푖푛 푠푢푝 from 2% to 30% of the number of transactions obtained by each
topic. The experiment results is plotted in Figure 7.12. Generally, we observe
that the runtime increases as we lower 푚푖푛 푠푢푝. Further, we can note that the
runtime of 푃푇푀푖푛푒 on the search space of closed sequential patterns is much
lower than the runtime of 푆푃푀푖푛푒, especially at the low levels of 푚푖푛 푠푢푝.
This highlights the advantage of the integration of pattern taxonomy and the
anti-monotone pruning, which can largely reduce the search space of finding the
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relevant knowledge.
Figure 7.12: The running times of 푃푇푀푖푛푒 and 푆푃푀푖푛푒 on the close set of
sequential patterns by varying the minimum support threshold 푚푖푛 푠푢푝 with
all the assessor topics, where ∣퐷∣ = 2, 704 and 푘 = ∣퐷+∣2
We also plot the runtime of 푃푇푀푖푛푒 and 푆푃푀푖푛푒 for mining the relevant pat-
terns on the search space of all sequential patterns as shown in Figure 7.13. As
seen in this figure, we observe that 푃푇푀푖푛푒 is still much more efficient than
푆푃푀푖푛푒 for discovering the relevant patterns on the complete set of sequential
patterns. Please note that 푆푃푀푖푛푒 could not find the complete set of sequential
patterns on some RCV1 topics at 푚푖푛 푠푢푝 = 2%.
7.7 Discussion
In the previous section, we demonstrate the performance study of our proposed
approach on information filtering. The experimental results have confirmed the
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Figure 7.13: The running times of 푃푇푀푖푛푒 and 푆푃푀푖푛푒 on the complete
set of sequential patterns by varying the minimum support threshold 푚푖푛 푠푢푝
with all the assessor topics, where ∣퐷∣ = 2, 704 and 푘 = ∣퐷+∣2
significant improvements made on the proposed approach in comparing with all
baseline approaches. In this section, we discuss the issues of offender selection
and the quality of relevant knowledge.
7.7.1 Offender Selection
Although relevant documents are much more important than non-relevant ones
for describing user’s information needs, the relevant information may be insuffi-
cient for relevant feature discovery since these relevant documents usually contain
noises. We believe that non-relevant important is also important since this kind of
information is helpful for identifying the non-relevant documents. Consequently,
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K
Avg. number of doc.
Top-k MAP
퐷+ 퐷− 퐷−표푓푓
0 12.78 41.3 0.0 0.498 0.457
∣퐷+∣
2
12.78 41.3 6.06 0.547 0.486
∣퐷+∣
3
12.78 41.3 3.98 0.543 0.484
∣퐷+∣ 12.78 41.3 10.26 0.549 0.487
∣퐷−∣ 12.78 41.3 40.1 0.355 0.311
Table 7.11: The performance of 퐷푃퐶푀푖푛푒 with different top-푘 offenders at
푚푖푛 푠푢푝 = 0.02
the combination of relevant and non-relevant information can help to improve
the effectiveness of relevant feature discovery.
The challenging issue is how to find useful non-relevant documents from a large
collection of non-relevant documents that may contain a lot of noisy information
for describing a given topic. This is since these non-relevant documents can be
easily collected from various topics. Table 7.11 illustrates the performance of
setting of 푘 offenders for 퐷푃푀푖푛푒 on all the assessor topics.
As seen in this table, using all non-relevant documents as offenders (푘 = ∣퐷−∣)
undermines the overall effectiveness as compared to using only relevant docu-
ments (푘 = 0). This may be explained by the reason that the noise offenders will
weaken the importance of extracted relevant features. Conversely, selecting the
non-relevant documents in numbers less than or equal the number of relevant doc-
uments generally results in better performance. The best performance is achieved
if the number of 푘 offenders as equal as the number of relevant documents in the
training set.
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7.7.2 The quality of relevant knowledge
The obvious problem of using data mining for relevant feature discovery is that
traditional data mining algorithms find patterns in numbers too large to be useful.
Some of the discovered patterns are noise since many feedback datasets contain
a lot of irrelevant and redundant information. Technically, selecting patterns
relevant to the class of user’s interest can reduce the issue of extracted noisy
patterns and finally improve accuracy. Table 7.12 and 7.13 show the effects of
using different groups of positive and negative patterns to describe the relevant
knowledge (low-level features).
Group Top-20 MAP 퐹훽=1
Avg. no. of extracted ptrns.
#푅푃+(CF) #푅푃−(CF)
(1)Positive Ptrns. 0.498 0.457 0.443 156.33(0%) 0.0(−100%)
(2)Negative Ptrns. 0.093 0.160 0.215 0.0(−100%) 282.77(0%)
(3)Relevant Ptrns 0.505 0.443 0.435 45.78(−70%) 0.0(−100%)
(4)Weak Pos. Ptrns. 0.406 0.429 0.417 70.77(−55%) 0.0(−100%)
(5)Weak Neg. Ptrns. 0.093 0.160 0.218 0.0(−100%) 52.43(−81%)
(6)Conflict Ptrns. 0.341 0.338 0.351 39.87(−75%) 0.0(−100%)
Table 7.12: The results of using single groups of relevant patterns obtained
by the proposed approach in all the assessor topics, where compression factor
(퐶퐹% = (1 − ∣푅푃 ∣∣푃 ∣ ) × 100%) of original closed patterns (푃 ) and extracted
patterns (푅푃 ) (푚푖푛 푠푢푝 = 0.02 and 퐾 = ∣퐷
+∣
2 )
The main observation from Table 7.12 is that positive patterns obtained from
mining relevant documents are clearly more important than negative ones ob-
tained from mining non-relevant documents to describe the relevant features.
For example, the group of all positive closed patterns (1) perform better than
the group of all negative patterns (2) or weak negative patterns (3). Table 7.12
and Figure 7.12 clearly illustrate the group of relevant patterns (3) outperform
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over all the others with the compression ratio 70% = (1 − 45.78
156.33
) × 100% of all
closed sequential patterns in relevant documents. This can be explained by the
fact that the group of relevant patterns contains clearly important information
for describing the user relevance. The improvement of the relevant patterns in
the precision-recall curve is also consistent.
Compared to relevant patterns (3), a great reduction of the performance made
on the group of weak positive patterns (4) with 55% of the compression ratio
is caused by the influence of some noisy (general) features extracted from these
patterns. Such noise could not be removed using traditional pattern mining
techniques since it is a part of pattern.
Figure 7.14: Comparison results of used different groups of patterns in RCV1
dataset
Table 7.13 compares the results of combining multiple groups of positive and neg-
ative patterns in Table 7.12. As seen in Table 7.13, the group of negative patterns
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(2) will weaken the importance of positive patterns in each group. For example,
the group (1)+(2) which uses all positive and all negative patterns results in the
worst performance comparing with the other groups in this table. The degrading
performance can be also made on the groups which use the negative patterns.
The likely reason is that most of the negative patterns are noisy for a given topic
due to the natural diversity of non-relevant documents.
Table 7.13 also illustrates the effective use of weak negative patterns (5) which
removes many noisy patterns in the negative ones with 52.43 patterns (or 19%
of the negative patterns) Compared to the group (3), the combination of rele-
vant patterns and weak negative patterns ((3)+(5)) achieves better performance.
From this table, the best performance was made on the combined group of rel-
evant patterns, weak positive patterns, and weak negative ones ((3)+(4)+(5)).
The use of weak negative patterns in this group is to suppress the extracted
noisy features from weak positive patterns and to reduce the mistaken retrieval
of non-relevant documents. Figure 7.13 clearly demonstrates the performance of
the groups of relevant patterns on the precision-recall curve.
In summary, the experimental results support the effective strategy of using pos-
itive patterns and negative patterns in relevant feature discovery. We can con-
clude that although positive patterns are very significant for relevance feature
discovery, some negative patterns are really useful to maintain the performance
of relevance feature discovery and to reduce noise in relevance feedback.
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Group Top-20 MAP 퐹훽=1
Avg. no. of extracted ptrns.
#푅푃+(CF) #푅푃−(CF)
(1)+(2) 0.356 0.312 0.342 155.33(0%) 282.77 (0%)
(2)+(3) 0.424 0.377 0.369 47.48(−26%) 282.77(0%)
(2)+(4) 0.403 0.347 0.351 70.77(−55%) 282.77(0%)
(3)+(4) 0.499 0.432 0.430 116.45(−26%) 0.0(−100%)
(3)+(5) 0.537 0.482 0.461 47.48(−68%) 52.43(−81%)
(4)+(5) 0.516 0.434 0.443 70.77(−55%) 52.43(−81%)
(3)+(4)+(5) 0.549 0.485 0.466 116.45(−26%) 52.43(−81%)
Table 7.13: The results of combining multiple groups of relevant patterns
in Table 7.12, where (1) = positive patterns, (2) = negative patterns, (3)
= relevant patterns, (4) = weak positive patterns, and (5) = weak negative
patterns
Figure 7.15: Comparison results of used combined groups of relevant pat-
terns in RCV1 dataset, where (1) = positive patterns, (2) = negative patterns,
(3) = relevant patterns, (4) = weak positive patterns, and (5) = weak negative
patterns
Chapter 8
Conclusion and Future Work
Mining useful features to help users searching for relevant information is a chal-
lenging task in information retrieval and data mining. User relevance feedback
is the most valuable source of information to acquire information needs of indi-
vidual users. However, too much noise available in real-world feedback data can
adversely affect the quality of extracted features.
The major research issue in this thesis is how to extract useful knowledge in user
relevance feedback to reduce the effect of noisy features extracted by frequent
pattern mining. This thesis presents a new pattern-based approach to relevance
feature discovery. We introduce the concept of pattern cleaning, refining the
quality of discovered frequent patterns in relevant documents using the selected
non-relevant samples. We show that the information from the non-relevant sam-
ples is very useful to reduce noisy information in relevant documents as well as
improve the quality of specific features to retrieve accurate information.
Numerous experiments within information filtering domain have been conducted
141
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in this thesis. The latest version of the Reuters dataset, RCV1, is selected and
tested by the proposed approaches to information filtering. The results illus-
trate that the proposed method outperform over several pure data mining-based
methods as well as classical term-based methods in information filtering and text
mining.
The main contributions of this research and the future work can be listed as:
∙ Efficient Relevant Feature Mining: relevant feature mining often in-
volves searching a large space of features. Although efficient algorithms
for frequent pattern mining are available, so far there has been very little
attention focused to perform efficiently mining relevant patterns, excepting
for [18], which mines directly relevant patterns using divide-and-conquer
strategy.
To the best our knowledge, the proposed method of pattern cleaning is the
first anti-monotone pruning algorithm for relevant feature mining in a train-
ing dataset. It allows to prune efficiently ambiguous patterns with anti-
monotone property. However, the proposed technique is post-processing,
which requires the complete sets of positive and negative patterns as input.
Recently, the focus was more on exploring new constraints for efficiently
mining interesting patterns [20, 21, 34]. Such interestingness constraints
could be pushed into the mining process to improve the efficiency. As the
anti-monotone pruning, it would be best if a direct mining approach could
be performed to remove early conflict patterns and non-relevant patterns
without generating the complete sets of patterns.
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∙ New strategies for using negative patterns
In this thesis, we demonstrate that relevant feature discovery has benefits
from the discovery of positive and negative patterns. Negative patterns can
be used not only to filter out ambiguous patterns, but also to describe the
precise knowledge. Instead of all negative patterns, the discovery of weak
negative patterns from non-relevant offenders has shown to be useful for
improving the effectiveness of relevant feature discovery.
We believe that the use of negative patterns is useful and important for
relevant feature discovery. Thus, it is worth to explore new strategies for
using negative patterns to further improve the performance.
∙ Exploring tasks of relevant feature discovery
Our experimental results have demonstrated that the proposed approach
results in the encouraging improvements on the performance of information
filtering. Thus, we would apply our proposed approach to text mining
applications. For example, text categorization which is closely related to
information filtering [83].
Another direction can be made on exploring other application domains.
Data mining have been applied to discover knowledge of user interest from
various kinds of relevance feedback data such as image retrieval [61, 73],
time series [49] and multimedia data [77]. Thus, it would be interesting to
explore these kinds of feedback data.
Appendix A
An Example of an RCV1
Document
144
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Figure A.1: An example of Reuters Corpus Volume 1 document
Appendix B
The Results in RCV1 50 topics
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Figure B.1: The performance results of the proposed approach on the RCV1
50 assessor topics
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